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1 

The case is open and shut. Clearly, it was a frame up. Yet this tells us noth-

ing, or next to nothing. As much as this will be a tale of the lucidity of mod-

ern art and of philosophy’s insightful illumination of the logic of artistic inno-

vation, indeed of convergent if competing aspirations to ideality, it will be, in 

a certain fashion, a murder mystery: tracking the mutual implication of 

death-dealing clarifications and turning on the death of the subject, the end 

of art, and la nature morte. None of which remain reposed in their authorita-

tively pronounced passing. Thus this will be a ghost story of sorts: a tale of 

haunting, of survival and mutilation, of ruins and remnant forces, hence of 

undischargeable debts. Our main subject, if indeed there is one, and our 

frame, if we can speak of only one, will be complicity. “The guilt context of 

the living.”
1
 In this open and shut case, which is as much fiction as argu-

ment and example, complicity is all-embracing.  

Dislocated already, awash in excess? Or just a middlebrow, commodi-

fied rendition of the fate of high culture? 

Shadow-woven textures: condition and consequence of whatever light 

may be put into play. Dark indeed, for in this tale all are culprits. No accu-

sation without self-implication: no privileged position from which to level 

charges and prosecute claims; no clean hands pointing to the guilty party 

without simultaneously implicating the accuser in a more or less symmet-
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rical violence. Thus no end of it: to accuse is to collude. A modern tale, a 

tale of corruption: of corruption as law.  

 

-The case is open and shut. Undecidable, interminable, vertiginous: border-

ing on, if not already edging into, a horror vacui.
2
  

-Untimely, in any case.  

-Clearly, it was a frame-up. But who framed who, or what? And was there 

only one frame? Could there ever be only one? Might frames be them-

selves endlessly entrapping, mise en abyme? What if, in particular, a confi-

dently clear-sighted accusation of illicit framing cannot but involve a certain 

tampering with the evidence, a more or less willful misconstrual of mitigat-

ing circumstances and foreclosure of potentially pertinent testimonies? 

What if such an accusation, as if by law, is bound to the violence and injus-

tice of entrapment, itself a frame-up? How long, then, will we be able to re-

main on the trail before we throw up our hands—a gesture of despair? an 

admission of guilt?—in the face of all-pervasive corruption? 

-Clearly, it was a frame-up. Yet this tells us nothing, or next to nothing. Our 

investigation will proceed along the edge of an abyss—at least one. Which 

is to say, next to nothing. 

2 

-Let us proceed to the scene of the crime. The lead detective in this case is 

Arthur Danto, a familiar noir figure if of a slightly different cut: his hard-

boiled, analytical equanimity in the face of ravishing beauties, intractable 

violence, opaque plots, and unscripted developments sponsors a cool ac-

ceptance of whatever comes, sometimes shading, imperceptibly, into near-

indifference, and at the limit, quietly dismissive derogation. Though a mani-

festly sensitive soul, indeed extraordinarily capacious in his sympathies, 

Danto’s mastery of the moralistic urge to repudiate—his manifest self-

mastery—underwrites his investigative independence, the cool contempla-

tion at which it aims, and his eminently unpresuming image as man of the 

people—ambiguous between a principled egalitarian and insularly indiffer-

ent. To be sure, the detective’s comprehensive tolerance comes at the cost 

of a certain degree of callousness to the plights and solicitations by which 

he is everywhere assailed, but as the alternative to self-mortification would 

seem to be partisan dogmatism, this can hardly be begrudged. Ever on the 

edge between the pursuit of impartial objectivity and conspiracy with indi-

vidualistic anomie, subordinating private partiality to the imperative of public 

tolerance, Detective Danto cuts an eminently modern, skeptical figure.  
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-Although known to return periodically to the scene of the crime, as if 

wrestling with unfinished business despite his clear conclusions, Detective 

Danto will not be able to join us today—which is certainly a shame, as our 

canvassing of the crime scene will be something of a gallery hop, and what 

a dandy guide Danto would be! Fortunately, though, the detective has left a 

detailed case report upon which we can draw as we attempt to shed some 

light on art’s criminal conspiracy, the deaths and resurrections of modern-

ism, the end of art, and what remains of the survivors.  

 

-Something of a grotesque, then? A fantastic, hybrid tale, no doubt—

more than a bit bizarre. (Not to say fanciful.) Bucking at the laws of genre, 

perhaps seeking their displacement or aiming to disclose their merely con-

ventional, hopelessly compromised character, in any case their inability to 

carry conviction. (And so soliciting the Law?) Contorted by the typically 

pained paradox of putting deauthorised norms into play in order to make 

manifest their suspect emptiness, yet again and despite the bad con-

science that cannot but follow in its wake—a vortex of self-compromising 

complaint, neither entirely immanent nor effectively external to the critical 

target; the overstressed framework of parody (or satire or tragicomedy?).
3
 

But to presume to alight upon mutilated remnants, to attend ugliness un-

shielded, let alone the forbiddingly disgusting, thus to presume to encrypt a 

“genuine anti-bourgeois style,”
4
 is that not more than a bit improbable, not 

to say presumptuous? Indeed, are not the necessarily ineloquent plaints 

and fractured demands pressed, dimly and dully, however shrill their out-

cry, by unwieldy remnants and oozing injuries—the more than decadent 

decay of unaddressed wounds—unremittingly avoided, even scorned, by 

(in and through?) any tale turning on the twin axes of incrimination (arro-

gantly self-certifying and unavoidably self-undermining allegations of crimi-

nal conspiracy) and confession (the allegorical entrapment—hence subter-

fuge—of declared complicity)? What remains of the survivors—are these 

not the stunted creatures of the shadowlands forbidden by such a frame 

from adding their testimonies to the official record? Or (also) perhaps the 

secretive, even amnesic bearers of testimonies untransmitted or defensive-

ly adjusted due to anxiety over the prospect of further mistreatment at the 

hands of those who cannot see, or cynically seek to conceal, that, plainly, 

their hands are tied? Do such survivors not then figure the outermost limits 

of the case? And thereby make a case against its closure? In short, what 

then remains of the need of art? 

 

-Danto alleges
5
 that the historical, specifically monumental work of a 
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modernist artwork, and therewith its authority, its claim on history which is 

at once its claim to consummate truth and aesthetic rightness, is conducted 

through a criminalising recasting of – those it thereby installs as – its pre-

decessors as having feigned the truth of art. Entry of a claim to conclude 

the quest for the truth in art—i.e., to reduce every tension in the sensible 

shaping of the Idea—is rendered as the self-monumentalising memory-

work of iconoclastic retrospection: a forging of the past as a history of false 

idols successively crumbling under the weight of a truth they could not ad-

equately bear, which in their downfall project a series of ruin-ridden, partial 

paths only now known to be pointing to their redemption in the present—

that is, a monumental history of inadequacy that sets the backdrop against 

which the unique accomplishment of the present work, its autonomous as-

sertion of truth, can be appreciated.
6
 Works of modernist painting, for in-

stance, claim definitive authority on the basis of showing, or more precisely, 

by suggestively painting, prior works as forgeries or illusions in their (reput-

ed) claims to embody the truth in painting, the truth of painting, the truth in 

and of painting as the truth in and of art.
7
 Modernist paintings stake them-

selves on their success at instantiating or substantiating—painting—the 

idea of painting: what it is to be painting and not another art form, say, 

sculpture or poetry, and equally not an everyday, functional object, howev-

er aesthetically ornate. Their confident self-repose is in equal measure 

(lordly, dandy) arrogance and (egalitarian) instruction: as a condition for 

their appreciation, such works must explain the history of illusion without 

immediately reducing history to mere illusion. More precisely, they must 

explicate within themselves what we have been—or should have been—

responding to, unwittingly, in prior works;
8
 through austere self-reference 

such works must demonstrate that some set of inadequately appreciated 

features of prior works can bear, on their own, the significance (now seen 

as) falsely attributed to them. Art, in short, is embodied meaning—

specifically, the fully incarnate actuality of the meaning-potential (the truth) 

of a particular medium: replete self-reference, expressive saturation.
9
  

 

-This is to say, a work’s claim to authority as a true work—a uniquely 

exhaustive embodiment of the truth of the idea in and of (its) art—is bound 

to its successful reproduction of forgery (as forgery—this is its imperious 

counter-memory). For instance, a painting’s claim to consummate painterly 

authority, to truth, is borne by its internal framing of the history of modern 

“painting” as a series of hallucinatory claims to self-grounding painterly au-

thority that, retrospectively, turn out to be comprehensible failures—partial 

or infelicitous (determinately lacking, wanting) embodiments of the idea in 

and of (the) art, or else simply extraneous. Thus the embodiment of es-
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sence, of the truth in and of art, remains in a way unsettled, gesturing be-

yond itself, refusing the confident self-repose it announces as it necessarily 

points toward the—allegedly necessary—failures of prior works to embody 

the truth it would claim for itself. Self-excess is a condition for the truth’s 

transmission: once illuminated as failures, prior works set the stage —

establish the frame, provide contrasting relief—for the radiant self-

illumination of the unique modern work in its historical momentousness, its 

decisive unveiling and overcoming of the determinate inadequacies of its 

predecessors. True art exhibits the truth of failure, for only true failures 

make success recognisable. 

 

-Such self-exceeding, let us not forget, also points in the direction of 

the hollow in which such works encrypt the extraneous, the wronged de-

nied an official arena in which to press their plaints against the summary 

judgement in which they are “pardoned” en masse, i.e., sovereignly dis-

missed. What becomes of those works or aspects of works banished from 

the field of antagonism by repressive tolerance or arrogant unconcern? Es-

pecially once the narrative closure in which they are kept fractures under its 

own weight and/or finds itself permeated by diffuse rays of interest no long-

er intimidated by specters of abjection?  

 

-Even, or perhaps especially, at its most ascetic, modernism proves to 

be narratively inclined—cannot but give history to be seen as fallen. Gen-

erally, on Danto’s telling, the mythology of modernism reeks of disavowed 

Christian theology. Specifically, of puritanical self-righteousness. Unavoid-

ably transgressing the norms they would install and without hope of finding 

their excesses later recuperated, yet as if by law bound to convert the reg-

istration of failure into the impetus for its final overcoming, the recurrently 

consummate works of painterly modernism cannot avoid a rather suspi-

cious preoccupation with others’ criminal misdeeds—generally, cannot but 

gesture towards an absent presence they cannot simply avow. Such works 

are symbolic after all: constitutively compromised.  

 

-Then modernism as such is to be modeled on painterly modernism?  

 

-Or to broaden the question: what modernist artwork, in whatever me-

dium, didn’t conceive of itself as symbolic, opaque, constitutively compro-

mised? What work wasn’t an emphatic enactment of unreconciled struggle 

with the received terms of its social intelligibility and functionality? A protest 

on behalf of the remnant forces or obscured refuse of rationalised moderni-

ty? A rationalised, thus compromised, refuge for forms of sensuous life ex-
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iled from or suppressed and squandered by the normative reproduction of 

modernity’s major institutions? Or an imperiled, merely aesthetic respite 

from the doldrums of social rationalisation—manifestly unserious business? 

In any case, as a bearer of a difficult history, of demands we are ill-

equipped to receive. Thus of hope for a different future for what remains 

unadjusted to the present. That is, how much of this case report is an arti-

fact of the perspective of Pop art? Or rather of Danto’s rendering of that 

perspective?  

Pop art, Danto claims, sensuously demonstrates that the essence of 

art is itself nothing sensuous; it is a sensuous realisation of the limits of the 

sensuous for bearing the truth or essence of art. Pop is modernism’s inevi-

table failure magnified, a vicarious confession of modernism’s inner inade-

quacies—an almost purely philosophical conviction of the false path of 

modernism; an ironic end of the attempt to bring art to an end in the fulfill-

ment of its idea. Matching modernism’s iconoclastic fury, Pop explodes the 

taboos modernism had set in place. It seems that only conviction in Pop’s 

cognitivist workup of the rise and fall of modernism, thus in Danto’s philo-

sophical rendering of the significance of Pop and of what it responds to, 

could support the frame of this account of the work of modernism. To what 

extent, then, is this case report a confidence trick? A frame-up? Thus an 

inside job? At the very least, it seems suspicious for someone with Danto’s 

background and interests to so warmly welcome the glad tidings of art that 

wants to return philosophy to its rights. After an embattled history, art 

acknowledges the right of philosophy to preside over (its) truth, and both go 

their separate ways? Isn’t this the happy ending that philosophy always 

wanted?  

 

-What’s more, isn’t this the happy ending that Danto always wanted for 

himself? Or rather dreamed of—desperately wished for only on the condi-

tion that the fulfillment of the wish for a final separation of art and philoso-

phy remain illusory (dreamlike), that it prolong and conceal rather than 

simply dissolve the demands that give rise to it, preserve them for future 

negotiations? Does Danto not dream of a final disburdening of aesthetic 

experience and art criticism of the demands of philosophy for self-

consciousness? Thus of a rebirth in and of innocence, a sacralised every-

day, an unguarded availability to immediacy for which he knows himself to 

be too savvy (in any case, too savvy to be taken in by for long)? Does Dan-

to not dream of a perpetual present of art production and aesthetic experi-

ence freed from evaluative criteria extrinsic to the idiosyncratically self-

determining artworks in which experience and reflection would be finally 

free to immerse themselves entirely, to lose themselves each time anew? 
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Thus of the dignity—the incomparable worth—of artworks
10

 compensating 

for, or at least effectively concealing, the undignified conditions of present 

life?
11

 Does Danto’s dream of art as fully self-determining not register and 

repudiate the historical evisceration of subjectivity, the freezing of its dialec-

tical development, and more to the present point, occlude what is most ob-

vious: the diverse dissatisfactions in which art is sourced and therewith 

art’s demands on—and against—self-consciousness? Its pressing of 

claims through the opacity of feeling in order to provoke reflection while 

preserving such claims against impulses to give them voice and seek their 

satisfaction immediately, which is to say, against ourselves: against the 

reasons with which we would seek to redeem them and thereby defuse 

them, against the discourses we would bring to bear on their defense and 

thereby all but guarantee that their plaints will never be heard? In dreaming 

of finally separating his formative past (philosophy, the demand for self-

consciousness) from his perpetual present (aesthetic experiences closed 

upon themselves or open only to the past and future that they, on their own 

terms, project, thus infinitely turning around themselves
12

), does Danto not 

dream of abdicating subjectivity? (And so perhaps of a future recuperation 

of subjectivity from its aesthetic alienation?) Thus of release from critical 

responsibility—perhaps then of alliance with the forces of reification con-

spiring to keep the sources of subjectivity’s annihilation unknown? Is the 

dream of art’s absolute self-determination, what Danto all too temperately 

calls “post-historical pluralism,” not a dream of the infinite renewal of ecstat-

ic self-loss? And at once a dream of subjectivity displaced and hyposta-

tised? Thus of subjectivity’s preservation from social forces against which it 

appears to be no match? What fetishism awaits us in the “post-historical” 

condition of art? Is Danto’s dream of self-animated artworks and of art crit-

ics as but their faithful scribes, nomadic and for the most part entranced, 

not an imaging of mythical prehistory as the post-historical condition? (One 

might ask the same of his complimentary framing of artworks as bearers of 

readily recognisable, community-constitutive meanings and of art critics as 

but their faithful scribes, embedded and for the most part in fundamental 

accord, or if not, as initiated intermediaries making plain the collective men-

talities embodied in works that, for whatever reasons, are too encrypted for 

immediate popular consumption.) Or if the subject of the dream is always 

(also) the dreamer, is not his dream of art’s absolute self-determination a 

dream of emptying himself out, as the devout before their god? (The fan-

tasmatic gain is obvious, but of what would he be ridding himself?) Would 

not the absolute self-determination of artworks mean the collapse of art his-

tory into a series of non-relational, perpetually self-present moments—or 

monads—or perhaps make of art history the sovereign prerogative of each 
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artwork, thus, as a whole, something like the continuous creation of parallel 

possible worlds?
13

 What then of the role of art history in specifying the 

tasks of critical reflection? Its framing and focusing of the lines of transmis-

sion converging in and as the unsettled present, thus of our needs, where-

by reflection is provided with traction and critical purchase? But this is pre-

cisely the point—post-historical pluralism would be the situation in which 

there would be no such tasks because no need of art, that is, the situation 

in which art, and so art criticism, no longer answers to need: when asking 

for need is asking too much, a symptom of insufficiently deflated expecta-

tions (or an “elitist” rebuking of proffered need interpretations). Post-

historical pluralism would be, in other words, an abyss of freedom—

purposelessness becoming nearly gratuitous with the dissolution of its dia-

lectical-critical relation to reigning historical purposes, i.e., purposelessness 

without metacritical content, empty freedom.
14

 (Or else a fantasy of art’s 

ethico-political agency.) Does all this not smack of a precipitous disburden-

ing of art criticism of the need for metacritical reflection on its motivations, 

powers, and limits, thus on the motivations, powers, and limits of the art to 

which it responds, and so of its need for art history? If philosophy’s restitu-

tion to its rights releases art from the self-impeding burden of seeking self-

consciousness, that is, from the extrinsic authority of philosophy and what-

ever philosophy comes to stand for, does not the unlimited self-

determination into which art is then said to be released, and in which it is 

said to properly thrive, provide cover for Danto’s disavowal of the demands 

on and against self-consciousness that art yet issues? So is it philosophy’s 

interests that Danto serves or, on the contrary, an urgency to feel released 

from its demands? Thus from the artworks that yet bear them? Perhaps in 

part, then, from the aftermath of modernism—its persistence in the post-

historical era presumably opened upon, or by, its declared death? 

 

-Let’s not get ahead of ourselves. The point for now is this: a modern-

ist work’s claim on history turns on its successful embodiment (incorpora-

tion, consumption, digestion, metabolism, allegorising, framing) of all other 

works as forgeries–  

 

-Appointed, pertinent works. 

 

-All other works must be implicitly included and reframed, or cast into 

oblivion. Only thus can the work claim itself as the unique incarnation and 

self-consciousness of the truth in painting. The austere, self-grounding em-

bodiment of the truth in and of art turns out to be too fully bodied—

overflowing, endlessly chatty, indeed gossipy, accusatory and disparaging. 
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Overflowing both in the direction of its failed past and in the direction of phi-

losophy: impossibly overfull. Modernist works achieve historical moment by 

historicising their antecedents in such a way as to reveal themselves as the 

end of history. Again and again. The messiah resurrected. (And how many 

resurrections can even the messiah pull off before he assumes the visage 

of the walking dead?) Or Hegel redeemed: retrospection is the final 

achievement of self-consciousness, as philosophy; the truth of art is the 

end of art in its highest vocation. 

 

-Modernist artworks are thus works of mourning: the past is paid trib-

ute in order to secure and supervise its remaining in its rightful resting 

place. But as the dialectical imbrication of retrospective fetishism, anticipa-

tory demystification, and authoritative revelation entwines truth and illusion, 

and thus in its compulsory reenactment proves to be an ongoing need of 

truth, a repeated demand on truth issuing from within the jointure of the 

framework by which it would be secured, the memory-work by which the 

fallen past and the redeemed present are meant to be decisively separated 

keeps them bound together in their perpetual wresting apart. Setting the 

truth to work as a recollective regathering of the past as the history of de-

terminate failures discharges a demand to remember which, seemingly, 

can be neither borne nor evaded.  

 

-As its unwanted attachments and surreptitious involvements prove 

unbreakable for all the force of their disavowal, modernist painting’s arroga-

tion—or rather, fantasising—of an exterior space of judgement from which 

to order the arrest of the transmission of illusory conventions and then con-

vict such conventions of fraudulence comes to look suspiciously like a form 

of moralising: a judgemental, prudish, thus anxious
15

 pursuit of purism; a 

confused legislative ambition; indeed, says Danto, an echo of Puritanism. 

Modernism’s claim to incarnate truth makes of its works at once emblems 

and covert emissaries of theological-political authority.  

 

-If this is beginning to sound uncannily familiar, suspiciously like a plot 

previously exposed, it is perhaps because in an independent inquiry 

Jacques Derrida has arrived at parallel conclusions.  

 

-On Derrida’s account, philosophy, or at least a certain Platonic-

Hegelian legacy of philosophy, repeatedly attempts to constitute itself, to 

establish itself as the rightful purveyor of truth, on the basis of the spec-

tacular arrest and conviction of alleged conspirators in the illicit transmis-

sion of illusory conventions—that is, by revealing and repudiating art’s 
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fraudulence. Indeed, by revealing and repudiating art’s fraudulence as rel-

ics of its—philosophy’s—past. Thus philosophy attempts to constitute itself, 

or rather resurrect itself, by means of ongoing involvements with the con-

artistry it so aggressively disavows. From the perspective of the indicted, 

clearly it’s a frame up—institutionalised calumny, a Kafkaesque absurdity. 

By framing art as such as a counterfeit claimant to truth, a mimetic illusion 

even when nonrepresentational—thereby, arrogant in the extreme, remak-

ing art in its own image—and then condemning it out of hand, philosophy 

reassures itself of its right to preside over and decisively circumscribe the 

real, of its authority to adjudicate between truth and illusion. (And by 

metonymising art, making it stand for convention generally—which means, 

at the very least, effacing the distinction between art and fine art in order to 

make fine art into an emblem for mass culture: to make it stand for psy-

chology, tradition, religion, etc.—and then sacrificing it in its consuming and 

purifying fire, as if thereby finally putting an end to idolatry, philosophy 

nearly confesses to the anxious impotence subtending its legislative thea-

tre.) Philosophy comes to know itself, to experience its autochthonous au-

thority, as reflected in the illusions it projects.
16

 Or, one might say, reveals. 

More precisely, philosophy casts itself—projects, reflects, and comes into 

itself—as the authentic bearer of the True, the Real, the Universal— and 

forges their identity—by producing an image of art as the illusory domain of 

the abrasively particular—the apparently limited region of Schein— and en-

forcing its confinement to that image, literalising it. (Which of course philos-

ophy cannot do on its own.) Philosophy thus comes to know itself as the 

rightful bearer of the True, the Real, the Universal only through a contorted 

aesthetic production—the production of art as such, of art’s as such, indeed 

of possessive attribution and eidetic form as proper to the understanding of 

art, of art as that which is (to be) subject to understanding, to philosophical 

clarification, or else negligible. Art’s ideality is a philosophical optical illu-

sion. 

 

-Though differently inflected, is this not what Danto is driving at? 

 

-In and through the philosophical excrescence of art, philosophy pur-

sues its dream of self-evident authority. Art as such is forged as a crypt of 

reliquaries in which philosophy conceals its residual theological bearings 

(first of all from itself); thus it becomes a readymade target for frustrated 

denouncement and displaced rage, for the moralising tirades against usur-

pation and idolatry by which philosophy sustains its ideal self-image. Art as 

such would be philosophy’s self-legislated dissatisfaction—  
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-Arrest and judgement, purism, Puritanism, an unsuspected parallel 

between modernism and Platonism—is this to say that, ultimately, the idi-

om of painting, like the idiom of philosophy, reduces to social power, to the 

residual hold of theological archaisms, to moralising purism, to anxiety? If 

so, which would be the true master term? Or is it to call into question the 

idea of idiom? In particular, to question whether painting or philosophy can 

be properly described as idiomatic: ideally self-same, self-contained, au-

tonomous?  

 

-Is this agreement or accusation? Is the claim that Danto’s attempt to 

restitute philosophy to its rightful role as presiding over questions of truth or 

essence, in particular over the truth or essence of art, bypasses, or rather 

thinly conceals—less than artfully dodges—philosophy’s necessary implica-

tion in medium (or media)? That it can speak to questions of truth or es-

sence only in some medium? That philosophy’s authoritative circumscrip-

tions of essence are unavoidably compromised by their necessary and 

necessarily indeterminate mediations, that is, by philosophy’s symbolic, 

opaque, material-historical—i.e., “artful”—substance? So Danto’s bid to re-

turn philosophy to its rights ironically ends up circumventing the substance 

or medium of philosophy, which is to say, idealises philosophy (or is taken 

in by its ideal self-image), avoids philosophy as philosophy avoids itself? Is 

the claim then that philosophy is no more capable of the task Danto would 

return to it than art ever was, and so that there is something suspicious in 

his attempt to broker their division of labour? (And something suspicious 

yet unsurprising about the silence he maintains regarding what it would 

mean for philosophy to assume the task to which it now may rightfully lay 

claim?) That in presuming to return philosophy to its rights it is as if Danto 

is attempting to expel the demands of self-consciousness, whether to dis-

pel their nagging claim (and so perhaps the residual bad conscience intrud-

ing upon the happy nihilism that posthistory promises; it may even be that 

such bad conscience bears the residue of bad taste, presses claims on be-

half of taste, and so is a refused expression of discontent with the post-

historical pluralism Danto champions) or to secure them away elsewhere— 

which in any case means having registered these demands there where, 

officially, they should not be? Perhaps in a situation of peril? If it would be 

too hasty and simplistic to say that Pop and its pluralistic aftermath are that 

peril, then at least we can raise the questions: Against what dangers would 

the demands of self-consciousness be protected by their projection onto 

the ethereal Platonic plane? Might such projection register and relieve—by 

fantasmatically containing and spiriting away—distress occasioned by such 

demands? And/or by their poignant absence? That is, with what anxieties, 
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difficulties, or dangers might the demands of self-consciousness be 

freighted? Whence the need for protection from them? Is it Danto’s frame 

(post-historical pluralism after the end of art) that keeps the demands on 

and against self-consciousness (modernism) from coming into view? (This 

frame alone? Even if such demands are issued by some contemporary 

artworks, the preponderance of such works do not seem that demanding…) 

 Or rather is the claim that Danto’s indictments of the self-

undermining memory-work of modernism and of the signifying excess of its 

materiality are corroborated by Derrida’s analogous findings with respect to 

philosophy? That Derrida’s and Danto’s parallel insights into the inner cor-

ruptions of philosophical and aesthetic idealism corroborate one another? 

 

-Or perhaps (also) that in both cases enamorment with Hegel sets the 

terms for their critical departures? 

 

-As the complications threaten to compound indefinitely, let us return, 

if ever we left it, to Danto’s précis of modernism.  

 

-Modernist works work by painting or framing their progenitors as cor-

rupt, decadent, mindlessly working to discharge extraneous debts while at 

once narcissistically self-consumed, always missing the obvious, simple 

necessity—so as self-deluded, illegitimate, frauds. As empty claims to au-

thority, merely conventional, painfully particular: embodied.  

 

-These are of course the typical Oedipal complaints of adolescents.  

 

-Modernist artworks are inherently criminalising, enframing, violent: 

patricidal or matricidal, as the case may be (predominantly patricidal, cer-

tainly). Con-artists putting on pretenses, violators of the law of progress 

(yet useful, even necessary reminders of what must be avoided), failed at-

tempts to embody painting as such. Inadequate bodies.
17

  

 

-Though summary, Danto’s report names names. Here we can can-

vass only a few of the most egregious violators. Cubism makes its claim on 

modernity by avowing the two-dimensionality of painting—the flatness of 

the canvas—which means disavowing depth (as distinct from volume), 

movement (hence the scandal of Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase 

(No. 2)), and generally speaking, the perspectival illusion of its predeces-

sors (or repudiated would-be collaborators). By visibly denouncing perspec-

tive as both merely academic convention and inheritor of the merely natural 

or naturalised—nonpainterly, impure—authority of our relation to the ordi-
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nary, visible world, Cubism asserts itself as pure, autonomous painting: 

representation without likeness to natural or socially mediated perception, 

hence if convincing, inherently convincing.  

Yet the judgment was a frame-up, a self-exculpating projection of 

blame. For from the perspective of Abstractionism, Cubism is the culprit. 

Abstractionism presses its claim to deliver or rather to be the truth of pure 

painting by indicting Cubism for having smuggled in mere convention, 

namely representation, and more generally, mimesis—not to mention a cer-

tain centre-heaviness suspiciously consistent with the tradition of represen-

tational painting or its adherence to the standard Beaux Arts subjects: the 

nude, the still life, the landscape, the interior—there where it claims to have 

achieved autonomy. Shunning the artifice of representation, Abstractionism 

claims to liberate pure pictorial space and thus pure painterly significance—

significance fully realised in line, color, shape, depth, movement, etc. Picto-

rial meaning rendered in and as the basic elements of pictorial space would 

be the self-conscious expression of the idea of painting, the truth in and of 

art: fully materialised—untranslatable, utterly idiomatic—meaning that is at 

once the reflexive self-consciousness of the meaning-potential of the medi-

um; the Idea in and as art.  

Yet the judgement was a frame-up, a spectacular distraction and dis-

placement of culpability. For from the perspective of Abstract Expression-

ism, Abstractionism’s claim to the mantle of pure painting is manifestly 

fraudulent: foreground, background, horizon—generally, the conventions of 

pictorial space—illicitly organise its practice, making of that practice a fail-

ure vis-à-vis both the standard it sets for itself and that newly won by the 

achievements of Abstract Expressionism. (Not to mention its infidelity to the 

achievements of Cubism, i.e., the return of depth and movement.) Even 

were it not configured according to the extraneous conventions of fore-

ground, background, and horizon, thus even were it to satisfy the standards 

set by Abstractionism, pictorial space would remain, in a way, an optical il-

lusion—a riveting of attention away from where all the action is, a sleight of 

hand with respect to the authority of the work. The emphatic foregrounding 

of the basic elements of pictorial space suppresses, indeed diminishes, the 

truth of painting, that is, the act of painting. Painting needn’t be picturing, 

indeed mustn’t be. By failing to explore, let alone acknowledge the central 

significance of the act of painting—e.g., the spontaneous, or at least un-

conscious, interaction of gesture (brushstroke, drip, splash, etc.) and sur-

face—Abstractionism fails to adequately acknowledge the flatness of the 

canvas. And thus it fails to acknowledge the authenticity of the undisci-

plined; the authority of the spontaneous, untrained, and unadjusted; the 

genius of the unconscious or of the chance-everyday; the persistence of 
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the primitive, barbarous, and so manifestly uncommunicative and incom-

mensurable within, and its insistent claims against, culture (hence culture’s 

inherent barbarism)—in short, authority beyond official sanction.  

Yet the judgement was a frame-up, for from the perspective of Pop Art 

and Minimalism—or one might say, anachronistically, already from the per-

spective of Duchamp’s readymades—Abstract Expressionism was not the 

perfect mutual acknowledgement—or endlessly exhilarating identity-in-

difference—of paint and canvas, and therewith the exhaustive reflexive 

rendering of the truth in and of painting. Indeed it couldn’t be. For Pop Art 

and Minimalism are the sensuous realisation of the limits of the sensuous 

for bearing the truth or essence of art, i.e., philosophical or quasi-

philosophical demonstrations
18

 that the philosophy of art (pursuit of the 

question of the truth or essence of art) is—or at a certain historical moment 

becomes—one thing, and art (embodied, historical-material meanings) 

something else entirely—indeed any number of things, whatever it can 

compellingly constitute itself as. (Like Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, Duchamp’s 

readymades refuse the standard answers in order to raise anew the ques-

tion of what art is and repudiate the idea that this question can be an-

swered by identifying perceptible qualities unique to artworks, i.e., insist 

that there are none. Yet due to Duchamp’s reactive ire against “aesthetic 

delectation,” the readymades restrict the forms of expression this question 

might take. Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, lifting this last taboo, declare that, in 

principle, anything goes—as concerns both what can be art and what can 

raise the question of the essence of art. Further, unlike the tradition inaugu-

rated by late 19
th
 century painting, which by progressive subtraction of 

merely conventional features seeks to isolate and foreground, i.e., reflex-

ively delimit, painting’s inviolable identity, thus to immunise painting from 

the prospect of further identity crises,
19

 and which concludes with the Brillo 

Box’s raising the question of art’s essence in a properly philosophical form, 

that is, in a way that makes manifest art’s inability to further clarify that es-

sence, to say more than that the essence of art is not perceptible, hence is 

philosophical, and so must be an issue for philosophy rather than art to 

contend with, Duchamp’s readymades, in raising anew the question of what 

art is, may mean to keep this question open, and perhaps thereby to disa-

buse us of it, that is, to disabuse art and philosophy of their pretensions to 

clarify the nature, essence, truth, or identity of art. Or perhaps to under-

score the perplexity of this endeavour, to press the question of what is 

wanted from the clarification of the nature, essence, truth, or identity of art 

upon those who would pursue it. In any case, to raise the question anew 

would thus mean to inflect it differently. In other words, Duchamp may not 

rigorously distinguish the question of what art is (“ontology”) from the ques-
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tion of what is art (identification of instances); indeed he may mean to con-

found them. The readymades may mean to pursue a nominalist agenda, 

thus to confound ontology; or perhaps, although Duchamp would never put 

it this way, to expose the tendential reduction of ontology to metaphysics. 

Some dim recognition of this may be involved in Danto’s eventual substitu-

tion of Warhol’s Brillo Boxes for Duchamp’s readymades as the pivotal 

works declaring the end of modernism and therewith the beginning of post-

historical pluralism.) From the perspective of Pop Art and Minimalism, Ab-

stract Expressionism hardly looks like the epitome of ascetic, self-mastered 

maturity; its claim to embody the elemental essence of painting, to have 

subtracted all conventional, merely ornamental props, remains unconvinc-

ing. In assuming a posture of willful—or affectedly will-less—self-

expression, it looks more like sustained regression than the conclusive ac-

complishment of painterly self-determination. (But consider the testimonies 

of the artists! All those tortured souls telling tales of their heroic confronta-

tions with the abyss. All that “macho metaphysics.”
20

 And equally all those 

reports of entranced transport into the ineffable.) By “expressing”—

allegorising—subjectivity struggling for self-determination—intimate experi-

ences wanting for socially valid forms of expression, affective contortions 

bearing bewildered attachments to experiences and insights blocked from 

development, inexponable aches and injuries, etc.—or realised in ecstatic 

self-loss, Abstract Expressionism clearly fails to constitute itself as pure 

painting: a conclusive binding of the meaning-potential of the medium to its 

reflexive self-delimitation. It is rather a form of magical thinking, crypto-

necromancy conspiring to resurrect the Subject long since declared dead 

(certainly DOA after the atrocities and systematic degradations of the war). 

As if personal struggles could assume the scale once reserved for public 

and monumental motifs! And even were this judgement contested, Pop Art 

and Minimalism demonstrate that no painterly practice could be an auton-

omous and exhaustive acknowledgement of its minimal material conditions, 

“paint-meets-surface” with no ulterior meaning. The flatness of the canvas 

was always a trope, thus its acknowledgement necessarily metaphorical—

socially freighted, contextually inflected, impure, and indeterminate: neces-

sarily indexed to geo-historically circumscribed contexts of artistic practice 

and appreciation which are nevertheless outstripped, exceeded in advance, 

by the exorbitant meaning-potential of the opaque—historical-material—

bodies in and as which this acknowledgement would be rendered.
21

 What 

was claimed as determinate negation is, in truth, but abstract negation: a 

series of self-assertions—claims to unified criterial and material exemplari-

ty—with incriminating implications conducted through equivocations over 

the meaning of “flatness,” “autonomy,” “acknowledgment,” etc. From the 
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perspective of Pop, the history of modernism was at once mythical residue 

and realpolitik cynicism: self-assertion—unsurpassable source of modern 

authority—and sweeping incrimination—the near-confession of the inade-

quacy of self-assertion alone, of its failure to carry conviction even for one-

self—became the ritual with which to ward off self-recognition, i.e., to dispel 

the spectre of arbitrariness invoked by scenes of attempted hegemonic 

usurpation, or put otherwise, to defend against inherent exposure to the in-

determinate future, necessary dependence on inheritors, essential incom-

pletion. That is, the truth of skepticism.  

 

-Each epochal claim to realize the truth in and of painting was but a 

frame-up: framed by its (self-appointed) successor (and relevant art world 

collaborators) as only a partial realization of its conception, and even 

worse, a shady—albeit unknowing; but since the goal is self-

consciousness, this may be all the more damning—attempt at self-

exculpation which, by emphasizing the particular, merely comparative in-

adequacies of its predecessors, and especially those of its immediate pre-

decessor, seeks to shift the blame for its failure to attain authoritative self-

evidence, that is, to block the claim of succession in a paroxysm of pure 

painterly authority. 

 

-Blaming the victim? A perverse accusation, to be sure. Especially 

when judgements of immanent failure ascribe to their predecessors a pro-

ject they would not recognise as their own. 

 

-By framing its immediate predecessor—thus its prior conviction—as 

the final, revealing illusion now seen through and decisively repudiated, 

contemporary practice once again asserts its self-evident validity and ve-

racity, and thereby gives itself the lie. Eventually, the eversame yet end-

lessly shifting ground of indictment betrays the ambition it would serve: its 

incessant iteration suggests a failure that none of its prosecutors could 

properly acknowledge, a failure of grounding conception.  

 

-Warhol’s “Brillo Box” display of April 1964 repeats the conventional 

frame-up, but with a twist: its ironic consummation of the transgressive log-

ic of modernism (the progressive repudiation of convention is itself repudi-

ated as the final convention impeding artistic self-realisation) together with 

its avowal of the absurd artifice of its frame (the ever more ascetic taboo 

instituting itinerary of modernism it projects, even if it contains a kernel of 

truth, is manifestly a gross distortion in the service of its tongue-in-cheek 

claim to complete it; especially in view of its quasi-comedic claim to com-
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plete and overcome the logic of modernism within and against which it po-

sitions itself, it assumes an air of fraudulence—at the very least, it hardly 

has the look of authoritative severity appropriate to a work that would de-

nounce its predecessors and proclaim its ultimate triumph; it rather looks 

like a contrivance, a stunt, an attempt to put something over on the public, 

to pull (steel) wool over their eyes; in short, it looks suspicious) makes evi-

dent the emptiness of the promise to render the truth in art; thus with a 

dandy wave of dismissal, it releases art from that extorted promise into its 

indefinite potential. Though there may be predecessors and analogues 

aplenty,
22

 this, for Danto, is the exemplary moment of confession and de-

sistence. Brillo Box pronounces the end of art “in its highest vocation,” her-

alds and emblematises (symbolises and concretises) the twisting free of art 

from the epochal history of modernism, (flippantly) waves farewell to an 

idea—to the idea of art as pursuing eidetic self-consciousness. By forging 

itself as the self-consciousness of the impropriety, indeed impossibility, of 

proper aesthetic self-consciousness, it claims to liberate art from its illicit 

philosophical expropriation.  

 

-By ironising it into absurdity? By ventriloquising its conceit? 

 

-What this philosophical or nearly philosophical
23

 demonstration gives 

to be seen is that art is, after all, what only the daft would deny: opaque, 

symbolic, material and historical. In short, enigmatic, and not just acci-

dentally so.  

 

-But not necessarily rarified. Though the distinction between meaning 

and use—paralleling, according to Danto, that between artwork and (func-

tional, practical) thing—is one that he is at pains to uphold,
24

 Brillo Boxes 

and related works such as Campbell’s Soup Cans, Window at Bonwit 

Teller’s, the Paint by Numbers pieces, and the Death and Disaster series 

clearly demonstrate, Danto insists, that art meanings need not be worlds 

apart from everyday, immediately recognisable meanings—need not strike 

us as a revelation or esoteric initiation or existential challenge, need not 

even be instructive, let alone directive; indeed may be more like a gentle 

reminder, a passing reflection of that which is familiar if still in some ways 

unknown, like a mirror (or shop window) in which our ordinary concerns 

and the prospects for their alleviation or satisfaction are momentarily stabi-

lized and reflected back to us, and thus made available, should one so 

choose, for glancing inspection.  

 

-(Modernism had been too aggressively seeking singularity, the abso-
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lute immanence of meaning and self-consciousness in medium-specific 

materiality, hence Warhol’s insistent seriality…)  

 

-What Brillo Box gives to be seen—or rather understood—is that no 

aesthetic property or set of such properties can identify an artifact as an 

artwork, thus that the truth or essence of art, its differentia specifica, is not 

subject to sensuous rendering, not perceptually discernable. (A Kleinian 

might speak here of perceptual identification: the pathological reduction of 

symbolic indeterminacy to concretistic presence.) While artworks are inevi-

tably sensuous—even the dematerialising agenda pursued by certain Con-

ceptual and Minimalist works transpires in some sensuous medium; an 

idea for a work not yet realised and perhaps unrealisable must be inscribed 

in space and time for it to be identifiable as such, for it to be the (unrealised 

or materially impossible) work of art that it is—art as such is not constituted 

by any of its tokens’ sensuous properties. Thus even if, impossibly, the en-

tirety of artworks could be surveyed, the essence or concept of art could 

not be determined by comparing and contrasting artworks, i.e., by abstract-

ing a common identity from manifestly differing works. And if one were to 

extrapolate a definition of art from experiences of artworks, that definition 

would be wanting in universality because there are numerous artworks that 

have no sensuous properties in common.  

Ironically, Brillo Box stakes it claim to standing as art, and at once its 

claim to philosophical significance, on its material exemplarity: if this is a 

work of art, and it has nothing perceptible to recommend it as such, and 

nothing to perceptually distinguish it from its ordinary empirical counterpart, 

then anything can be art. (Duchamp’s readymades make this claim more 

perspicuously. Whereas Brillo Box cartons are commercial art, indeed im-

pressive examples of commercial art, ordinary shovels, coat hangers, 

typewriter covers, and metallic dog grooming combs aren’t—or at least they 

are much less likely candidates for consideration as art of any kind. So 

Danto’s claim should be that nothing perceptually discernable distinguishes 

Warhol’s Brillo Box as high art.) There is no sensible basis for the identifi-

cation of artworks as such, no sensible component of their identity as art.
25

 

Or more precisely, a work’s meaning must be sensuously configured, in-

deed sensuously configured in a certain way—embodied meanings are not, 

like ordinary linguistic meanings, merely conventionally instantiated—but its 

status as art is insensible. Art, like every category corresponding to a natu-

ral kind or metaphysical essence, is as such philosophical.  

 

-Brillo Box does not just look like non-art, as, say, modernist paintings 

since the late 19
th
 century have tended to (initially); and it does not just not 
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look like art, i.e., fail to elicit and sustain the dispositions of reflection and 

response characteristic of aesthetic attending, as with the items with which 

we are predominantly concerned in our ordinary dealings with the world—

items which, were they to regularly elicit aesthetic attending, could not func-

tion in their everydayness as the unnoticed backdrop or instrumental com-

plex of our routine activities; rather it embodies the look of non-art—to see 

it is to see its departure from reigning aesthetic criteria. What it gives to be 

understood is sensuously and historically mediated. Indeed, it is not certain 

that we can see it any longer if to see it means to see its insouciant nonful-

fillment of aesthetic criteria for standing as art, and to see this gesture as 

philosophically significant, or at least clever, perhaps prophetic, and if noth-

ing else charged, disquieting, or at least attention grabbing. Brillo Box per-

haps now looks too much like art to embody the idea that anything can be 

art. Its fate, perhaps, is to merely illustrate this idea. Embodiment, then, 

may have a shelf life.  

It is as if Brillo Box has been occluded by its afterimage, by the spectre 

of its success; it has become as if a quotation of itself, a memory of the 

work in the place of the work. Hence the ease of its appropriation by Mike 

Bildo, who, trading on the image of success, sellability, and minor celebrity 

that Warhol’s Brillo Box now projects, recently displayed a modest-sized 

pyramidal stack of Brillo Box lookalikes on the ground floor corner of the 

Lever House, overlooking Park Ave., where amidst the bustle of Midtown 

and the frenzied, ever self-revolutionising, criteria-less pursuit of success, it 

could at most elicit a sly, perhaps complicitous smile or knowing nod. 

Framed by the glass box architecture of the Lever Building, reiterated by its 

polished windows and thereby reflectively upswept into a commercial mon-

ument (hence, presumably, the pyramidal form of the display), Bildo’s “Not 

Warhol (Brillo Boxes. 1964) 2005” exploits the independence of image from 

artwork as it returns the aesthetic of the Brillo Box to its commercial prove-

nance and shows that commercial aesthetic to have profited from its com-

merce with the art world.  

 

-Brillo Box ends the quest to artistically realise the elemental-material 

essence of particular art forms through a program of systematic subtraction 

of convention, and thereby to advance towards total artistic self-

consciousness. (Which, presumably, could not be embodied in a “total work 

of art” [Gesamtkunstwerk] but rather would be something like the compo-

site result of the ascetic achievements of each art form—an accumulative 

definition perhaps defying systematic comprehension. That the ambition to 

render the truth of art in art may have an internal limit, i.e., that unless a 

particular art form is epistemically special, providing access to the truth of 
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art as such in and through its self-conscious embodiment of the truth of its 

art, the self-consciousness achieved in and by the various art forms re-

quires a higher level synthesis or at least the supplement of a surveying 

consciousness, is a—Hegelian—point to which Danto might, but never 

does, appeal. A possible reason that he does not make this point—other 

than contextually appropriate moderation or his belief that medium-specific 

self-consciousness is a false path to the idea of art, i.e., that an adequate 

definition of art, or even an adequate formulation of the philosophical ques-

tion of art, cannot be extrapolated from inquiries, artistic or otherwise, into a 

specific medium—is that raising the question of how systematic definitions 

are possible, or of what is wanted from a philosophical definition—Danto 

says “universality” and “necessity” but leaves these terms largely uninter-

preted—may generate trouble down the road—the sort of trouble vexing 

Hegel scholars who venture an interpretation of “necessity.”) And it does so 

by revealing the quixotic nature of this quest. By making manifest the invis-

ibility of the essence or concept of art, Brillo Box makes clear the belonging 

of that essence or concept to philosophy.  

 

-It gives up the ghost.  

 

-What the Brillo Box establishes, then, is a limit to the authority of sen-

sation, the authority of experience. And by doing so, “postmodern” as it 

may be, it takes up the legacy—or rather, a legacy—of the Enlightenment: 

the deauthorisation of tradition, experience, nature. (Not for nothing do Bril-

lo pads scrub away the unwanted, culinarily ruinous residue of nature pro-

duced when nature is subjected to the demands of culture (taste), not just 

effacing the traces of nature and need but eliminating the charred residue 

left when nature, at the behest of need but not simply directed by need, is 

cooked up into culture; and not just cleansing the implements of this subli-

mation sufficiently for repeated use but polishing them, returning them to 

their luminescent forgetfulness, their air of aesthetic self-sufficiency—as if 

ornamental symbols of domestic culture, i.e., culture without the violence of 

cultivation. Brillo pads are instruments of idealisation. Brillo Box thus bears 

the memory, indeed resonates with and in some way reinvents, la nature 

morte.
26

) Of course it is not simply a revivification of Enlightenment princi-

ples: Pop art’s attitude towards common meanings and celebrity (two faces 

of social authority), generally its animadversion to skepticism and indiffer-

ence to science, expresses, if anything, a counter- or anti-Enlightenment 

mentality. But continuous with Enlightenment stratagems, ambitions, and 

perhaps anxieties, in limiting the authority of sensuous experience, Brillo 

Box means to carve out a secure domain for philosophy. The end of art (as 
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the quest to strip each art of everything merely conventional and restrict the 

making of art to the embodiment of the essence of each art form) is, de-

spite Danto’s denials and qualifications, the death of art
27

 (as sensuous au-

thority, or rather as the emphatic social expression of sensuous authority, 

as bearer of or stand-in for sensuous authority, the semblance of sensuous 

authority, perhaps then as culture’s privileged site of encounter with its suf-

fering of rationalisation, with its residual longing for sensuously immanent 

meaning or perhaps for the immanent containment and overcoming of the 

threat of skepticism, or more generally, as the privileged site of encounter 

with the claims of nature that, though deauthorised, are seemingly insuper-

able, claims that can neither be immediately acceded to nor entirely ig-

nored, the impracticable par excellence, thus with the suffering of a 

memory of nature that bears the promise of culture, that suffers culture’s 

failure to achieve its promise), which death is no death, but rather a trans-

migration of authority from sensuous experience to philosophy (perhaps 

then death redeemed).  

So, to recall an earlier question: Is it philosophy’s interests that Danto 

serves? The end of (modernist) art is the end of the philosophical disen-

franchisement of art, and the enfranchisement of art, Danto insists, corre-

sponds to—or models—the enfranchisement of philosophy: having been 

disenfranchised by science as it disenfranchised art, i.e., by contrasting 

misguided—intellectually feeble and practically ineffective or too effective—

concern with mere appearances with genuine insight and practical efficien-

cy, philosophy’s release from its arguably constitutive and continuous ef-

forts to disenfranchise art allows it to consistently rebuke the disenfran-

chisement it suffers at the hands of scientism. Not that philosophy’s con-

temporary authority is sufficient to end its scientistic disenfranchisement 

just by repudiating the model of such disenfranchisement—it couldn’t be 

sufficiently authoritative if the disenfranchisement from which it suffers is 

genuine—but if philosophy’s enfranchisement is coextensive with the end 

of art’s disenfranchisement, and art’s disenfranchisement is overcome 

when art discloses the limits of the sensuous for bearing the truth or es-

sence of art and acknowledges philosophy’s right (or no longer contests 

philosophy’s assertion of its right) to pursue the truth of art in the medium of 

conceptuality, then philosophy, like science, is concerned with structures 

behind or beyond sensation, and so has a right to parity, or at least to re-

spect. 

 

-Even if what makes something art is nothing the eye can see, no per-

ceptual property the possession of which ontologically distinguishes art-

works from their ordinary empirical counterparts, does this entail, as Danto 
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insists, that art must be a philosophical category? What justifies—or moti-

vates—this inference? Even if philosophy as such trades in invisibles, i.e., 

is concerned with structural or essence-constituting features that cannot be 

perceptually distinguished, let alone sensibly comprehended, and pursues 

their systematic elaboration, might the invisibility constituting artworks be of 

another order? History perhaps? Claiming that what makes something an 

artwork is an (ongoing) historical question would be another way of ac-

knowledging that the concept of art is nothing the eye can (immediately) 

see, that there are no transcendentally significant perceptual properties of 

artworks.
28

 Of course, if the concept of art is thoroughly historical, it may 

not correspond to a natural kind or metaphysical essence (in any of the 

standard senses). That is, there may be no such thing as art as such, a 

concept of art comprehending all instances of artworks—or what are or can 

be claimed or taken to be such—and available to systematic elaboration. 

And of course Danto would repudiate this possibility as emphatically as he 

would the claim that works that fail to register as art on a definition extrapo-

lated form previous artworks are not art: e.g., Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, the in-

ventory of Oldenburg’s Store, Koons’ trinkets, etc.; somewhat suspiciously, 

nothing that has ever entered a claim or been claimed to be art has been 

found by Danto not to qualify,
29

 indeed it is exceedingly difficult to imagine 

what might fail the test for Danto—“failed art” and “bad art”
30

 seem to cover 

all the most questionable cases. But it is equally certain that such repudia-

tion would proceed with great haste, attempting to override and suppress 

the alternative rather than engage it. For instance, at one point Danto 

claims that “[i]t is the task of philosophy to draw the boundary lines which 

divide the universe into the most fundamental kinds of things that exist,” 

immediately after which he admits that “[t]here may of course be no differ-

ences so fundamental as all that”
31

 but then simply suppresses this possi-

bility, continuing as follows: “But in any case, a familiar test of where such a 

line is located may be performed by finding two things which are felt to be-

long to radically, even momentously different orders of being, but which in 

fact resemble one another minutely. … [A]ll philosophical questions have 

this form, it seems to me, of distinguishing between examples form either 

side of such a boundary, when no outward mark is there to help or base the 

distinction on. … The Brillo Box, it seems to me, demonstrated that the dif-

ference between art and non-art is philosophical and momentous, by con-

stituting itself as an example of the kind that always implies a philosophical 

boundary.”
32

 What might Danto be avoiding as he approaches and recoils 

from or attempts to circumvent the thought of art’s thoroughgoing historici-

ty? Danto knows full well that the essay occasioned by his initial viewing of 

Warhol’s Brillo Box, “The Art World,” inspired the Institutional Theory of Art 
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and admits that he remains ambivalent about this legacy—wanting but un-

able to simply repudiate it, to dismiss it out of hand; as if pestered by some-

thing about it that he cannot simply deny. Or can only deny. What creeping 

recognition might the Institutional Theory of Art portend? Might Danto’s in-

sistence—partially against the manifest skepticism of the Institutional Theo-

ry of Art and its possible cynical-authoritarian implications; partially against 

the Wittgensteinian claim that art does not attain to the dignity of the Con-

cept but rather is a “family-resemblance” term, thus against the deflationary 

and dismissive inflections of that claim; partially against the tendential, and 

often aggressive, neglect of art by the tradition of analytic philosophy and 

the limitations to systematic philosophy that may result from such neglect; 

and partially against the scientistic disenfranchisement of philosophy mod-

eled on the philosophical disenfranchisement of art—that art is a philosoph-

ical category deflects the pressure of historicity, e.g., peremptorily relieves 

reflection of the demands placed on it by the welter of contemporary artistic 

practices, thereby reassuring bewildered producers and consumers of—or 

participants in—art that, disoriented though they may be, art remains uni-

fied and intelligible at a higher level? Philosophers of art would thus be a 

new priestly caste. That they may fail to comprehend art’s deeper unity bet-

ter than anyone else, i.e., advance beyond Danto’s anemic specification of 

art’s minimal necessary conditions, would hardly get in the way of their as-

sumption of this social function. The image of the effort to do so would be 

enough. Or at least the history of religions suggests as much.  

 

-It is perhaps not incidental that Danto develops an exhibition-oriented 

form of art criticism at the moment when art practices tend, massively, to 

shift towards performance, social practice, dialogic process, relational con-

tent, pedagogy, conversation, and other such “dematerialised” endeavours, 

i.e., to repudiate the production of commodifiable objects and thereby com-

plicity with contemplative passivity (the society of the spectacle), institu-

tional enclosure and elitism, bourgeois contentment, corporate fantasies of 

spiritual purpose or balance, cynical manipulation by public relations cam-

paigns, and the like. Nor is it incidental that Danto tends to neglect such 

developments. Might his exhibition-oriented criticism, while appropriate on 

its own terms, register and repudiate such developments? Defend against 

the demands on reflection issuing from contemporary artisitic develop-

ments that take a stance against, are beyond concern with, or put pressure 

on the pertinence—i.e., the explanatory significance—of the art concept? 

At the very least, Danto’s tendential neglect of such developments sug-

gests that a certain aesthetic parochialism may subtend both his art criti-

cism and his philosophy of art. And the ease with which one can imagine 
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him integrating such developments into his simultaneously over- and un-

derdetermined conceptual framework—in the end, are they too not “embod-

ied meanings”?—suggests, perhaps, that high altitude philosophical ab-

straction and parochial myopia may be mutually reinforcing, i.e., mutually 

restraining.  

  

-Might Danto’s insistence that art is a philosophical concept defend 

against the historically actual threat of skepticism, e.g., the nagging thought 

that the ubiquity of art, indeed its ever-accelerating proliferation, corre-

sponds to a failure of works—and by proxy, perhaps, a failure of social 

meanings, social norms—to carry conviction? To establish compelling crite-

ria for success, motivate successors and critical departures, and so—

however temporarily—resist absorption in amorphous spectacle? To em-

phatically mean? Or if not corresponding to a failure of works to carry con-

viction, then perhaps to the enforced privatization or social circumscription, 

and thereby depletion, of their meanings? Might success at eliciting associ-

ational outpouring and inducing innovative connections, because premised 

on the—socially enforced and artistically internalized—suspension of the 

demands of practicability, tend toward self-perpetuation and thereby self-

cancelation or self-deterioration—abundance and destitution marching in 

lockstep; reverie an abyss of freedom (even when reverie takes shape as 

communal collaboration)? And might this peculiar form of self-augmenting 

and thereby self-canceling or self-undermining success—e.g., the infinite 

regress of iconography or the indefinite propulsion of associational accu-

mulation/displacement—make of art a self-perpetuating need, weakly ad-

dictive as it encourages compensation for its intrinsic dissatisfactions, its 

occasioning or inducement of an overwhelming, tendentially self-

surpassing and thus self-depleting overflow of associations and affects, as 

well as for its practical inertness, the extensive unlivability or unassumabil-

ity of the reflections and affections it elicits, with more of the same? Might 

the socially and politically, even personally innocuous character of reflec-

tive intensification or expansion, or of affective unblocking or rerouting, oc-

casioned or induced by artworks—“Does anyone think that [Guernica] won 

over a single heart to the Spanish cause?” Sartre asks
33

—drive such reflec-

tive and affective intensification or expansion, encourage its acceleration, 

and thereby encourage the demand for art? And all the more intensely 

when the grim sense of feebleness, of complicity with enforced autonomy, 

intrudes upon rapturous experiences of aesthetic plentitude?  

Even when art practices intervene in or address the conditions of spe-

cific communities, might the want of institutional and intersubjective media-

tions through which their ambitions could more widely ramify anticipatorily 
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introduce a skeptical disquietude discharged by ever more enthusiastic or 

aesthetically innovative engagements—or both? When broadly compre-

hensible but aesthetically dull—i.e., aesthetically self-censoring, conde-

scending—or aesthetically intriguing but at the cost of diminished public 

legibility—i.e., desperate—and especially when oscillating between these 

compromised orientations, perpetually overcorrecting or attempting to 

achieve some sort of balance and thereby running afoul of both activist and 

aesthetic demands, skeptical discontent is perhaps a condition and conse-

quence of much activist aesthetic output.  

 

-Might Danto’s insistence that art is a philosophical concept respond to 

more routine philosophical pressures, for instance to the worry that if art is 

thoroughly historical, even at the level of its concept, its concept must be 

arbitrary, thus no concept at all—merely a nominal title? A category of 

“merely” social significance fated to undergo philosophical debunking, and 

perhaps, subsequent to that, condescending toleration? His philosophical 

upbringing occurred amidst the ascendency of logical positivism, after all. 

The concern to defend art against relegation to nonsense, thus the com-

manding voice of logical positivism, perhaps persists for Danto well after 

positivism’s historical demise.  

 

-And if the systematic ambitions of logical positivism are a continuation 

of practical, lifeworld skepticism, that is, a reflective, philosophical elabora-

tion—an intensification and concentration, perhaps also a phantasmatic 

containment or compensatory self-inducement—of such skepticism; in 

short, if such ambitions are conditioned by and in turn further broad trends 

of disenchantment and social rationalisation; and if Danto’s efforts to safe-

guard art from such reflective skepticism inherit and extend the skeptical 

framework, thus bear the traces of its lifeworld conditions, then are we not 

back on the track of the sorts of issues just discussed?
34

  

 

-Might we then say that Danto’s insistence—and it is an insistence: he 

returns to the claim repeatedly, emphasises it, variably fortifies it philosoph-

ically and art-historically, polemically defends it, assumes it in his art criti-

cism, thus builds on it, but strangely fails to develop it, as if sure of it but 

unsure of what to do with it, of where to go with it,
35

 secure in his posses-

sion of a fundamental, indeed generative insight but not knowing what this 

insight means, what it entails… or excludes—that art is a philosophical 

concept deflects the pressure of the thought of historicity, the challenge to 

distinguish contingency, i.e., lack of transcendental or metaphysical neces-

sity, from arbitrariness—a challenge most prominently (for Danto) taken up 
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by anti-skeptical Wittgensteinians?  

 

-Even if so, would this insistence not be in the service of deflecting and 

thereby defending against the pressures of modernism, i.e., the challenges 

of contending with works that, due to their resolute commitments to auton-

omy, deny—must deny—that history determines aesthetic validity, i.e., es-

tablishes what can be art, and—much less congenially to Danto—insist that 

unique artworks, if successful, in some way redetermine the meaning of 

(their) art: at once exceeding and renewing history? Danto would surely in-

sist that the meaning of (their) art singularly redetermined, reinflected, or 

recalibrated is not identical to the concept of (their) art, but this is precisely 

the point—such works deny Danto’s concept of the (art) concept. We might 

call this, for shorthand, a conflict between a dialectical and a metaphysical 

concept of the concept. Whereas a metaphysical concept of the concept 

presupposes, minimally, that the content of a valid concept corresponds to 

a real essence, thus implicitly comprehends all and only those entities that 

embody such an essence, i.e., presupposes that all valid concepts are dis-

tinguishable on the basis of essential predicates corresponding to meta-

physically real, essence-constituting properties, and perhaps more ambi-

tiously that concept-systematization corresponds to metaphysical totalisa-

tion, i.e., closure, a dialectical concept of the concept presupposes, mini-

mally, that conceptual content is the belated/anticipatory discursive regis-

tration of historically evolving objects, thus thoroughly object-dependent—

indeed so exposed to the historical developments, even vagaries of its ob-

jects that it cannot but admit of skeptical questions concerning its objects’ 

subsistence and coherence, thus concerning its cognitive credentials, its 

standing as a concept—yet to a degree independent of its objects: not 

simply their immediate, unproblematic discursive transposition but their un-

derdetermined discursive reworking or reinflection, hence of necessity de-

pendent on subjectivity’s constitutive contribution. A dialectical concept, in 

Baudelaire’s tersely aporetic terms, attempts to “distill the eternal from the 

transitory,”
36

 that is, attempts to imbue its contingent, subjectively mediated 

elaboration of the significance of historically contingent objects with a 

sense of necessity, of unavoidability, thus to attain the authority of exem-

plarity, to make of its contingent renderings a touchstone. Undeniable, or 

only deniable.
37

 Or in Danto’s favoured terms: a dialectical concept allows 

extension to impact intension.
38

  

Or to put this more immediately in the context of concerns with skepti-

cism and the thought of historicity: Danto cannot see failure, thus meaning-

lessness—understood as academicism, aestheticism, or meagreness—as 

a risk to which modernist works must expose themselves in order to pursue 
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the forms of success for which they endeavour, let alone that even suc-

cessful works admit of moments of failure, of sensuous exteriority,
39

 and 

are continuously exposed to becoming failures, becoming meaningless in a 

much more radical sense: e.g., becoming mere objects of connoisseurship, 

or encrypted enigmas no one cares to decode, or trivial, routine, or merely 

decorative—desiccated by dint of overexposure. Not only is meaningless-

ness risked as a constitutive condition for modernist art, it is an aspect of 

each successful work: no success is total, a thoroughgoing binding of 

meaning and materiality; each work inevitably falls apart, assumes the look 

of but brute stuff or mere spectacle. Or perhaps becomes but an art histori-

cal intrigue. Aesthetic meaning is not and cannot be self-sufficient. Yet 

such failure is also a form of success; it is a dialectically necessary failure. 

That is, necessary in virtue of modernism’s anti-idealist, anti-aestheticist 

endeavour to register the hegemony of the commodified everyday, i.e., to 

square up against disenchanted social reality and resist, but for a moment, 

its tendency to self-occlusion, its aura of inevitability, thus the possibility 

that the needs it leaves unsatisfied may wither, may be lost from view for-

ever—because no longer our needs. Modernism is the flickering of need 

we know not how to recognise, a holdout against accepting the satisfac-

tions of the spectacular-prosaic modern world as all the satisfaction to be 

had; thus it cannot but be intrinsically opaque, enigmatic: at best, uncanny; 

at worst, simply unintelligible and unaffecting—negligible. Modernist art 

means to make of its enforced autonomy an expression of nameless need 

and thus a critical diagnosis of social suffering otherwise occluded and at 

risk of dissolving; that is, it means to make the fragility, the fatedness to col-

lapse, and the urgency of autonomous meaning, of sensuous particularity, 

evident. And by binding its fatedness to failure to its autonomy, e.g., by 

making manifest the element of willfulness in its formal integrity, in assum-

ing the look of a whole composed of the most heterogeneous elements, a 

merely formal or merely subjective whole, thus in appearing to come apart 

at the seams, to overflow with nonintegrated, indeed uncontainable con-

tent, to be a nominally unified yet unprincipled, undisciplined, erratic, or 

merely idiosyncratic assemblage of unconsolidated elements, or by forgo-

ing the semblance of integrity and making its failure to cohere conspicuous, 

indeed front and centre, in assuming the look of a chaotic whirl of paint-

matter or sounds or words or the look of an indiscriminate “flatbed” of im-

ages, a merely accumulative cluster, it means to turn its inevitable failure 

into a critical success, to make the externality of social form and the arbi-

trariness of social content, that is, the incoherence and senselessness of 

ordinary social life, and so of modern subjectivity, evident.  

Modernism intends a mimesis of its social conditions in order to oper-
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ate a critique from a point of thoroughgoing complicity. By exposing the 

somewhat bewildered urgency of emphatic meaning, the demand for sen-

suous particularity, and its form-giving impulses to its own infelicity, e.g., by 

appearing to resolve back into compositionally unpropitious material ele-

ments, thereby sacrificing the semblance of form, or by appearing to dis-

solve into its commodified after-image, thereby sacrificing the aura of au-

tonomy, it means to recover what is buried in and by those social condi-

tions: modernism is the self-consciousness of modernity. Yet were it to 

state its compressed critical sociology directly, its knows full well that its 

critical claims would idle, just as it knows that pressing its plaints directly 

would be to press them into a socio-symbolic order ill-equipped to receive 

them, indeed disposed to divest and domesticate or humiliate them, and so 

to condemn them to fumbling outrage, inanity, or immediate, defusing ab-

sorption and self-forgetfulness. Thus, however vital, vigorous, or forward-

looking, modernist art cannot but assume a mood of languishing in order to 

attest to indeterminate longing and the social conditions of its expres-

sion/suppression.  

In short, modernism’s commitment to autonomy is no mere aestheti-

cism but, ironically, the medium through which it means to bring us face-to-

face with social reality. While the shading of autonomy into arbitrariness or 

willfulness means to elicit skepticism, thus, if the work’s mimesis of its so-

cial conditions is effective, to disclose the skeptical conditions of reified so-

cial life, that is, the extrinsic character of its principles of integration and the 

meagreness of its routine forms of meaning—generally, its indifference to 

experience—the accomplishment of autonomy, which is to say, the inter-

nalisation and successful, however provisional, suspension of the threat of 

skepticism, i.e., the achievement of emphatic, sensuously mediated mean-

ing, provides the slender basis for hope that such conditions are not final.   

 

-Pressed through the self-remarking semblance character of the au-

tonomous work, such a basis for hope is slender indeed. 

 

-Are modernist works capable of critical response to schismogenic
40

 

forms of social integration? For these seem to be the hegemonic, however 

fragmentary, forms of modern social integration, and if modernist art is not 

capable of registering and responding to their pervasiveness and perni-

ciousness, then its claim to be the critical self-consciousness of modernity 

is perhaps precipitous—indeed perhaps dangerously precipitous. (Might 

the perception—or oblique registration—of such precipitousness have in-

formed the warm welcome widely given in the recent past to the sort of 

postmodern art—and corresponding aesthetic theory—that celebrates di-
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versity, recovers and reimages marginalised, misrecognised, and maligned 

identities, promotes tolerance, empathy, boundary crossing, etc., or that 

pursues a post- or sub- or anti-identitarian agenda, turning to motifs, for in-

stance, of indefinite molecular becoming, inexhaustible “inner” multiplicity, 

hypercomplex networking, hybridity, extimacy, the co-implication of seem-

ingly opposed terms or identities, the posthuman, the neutral universality, 

thus indefinite idiosyncratic appropriability, of information, or that developed 

in a neo-surrealist or post-medium direction?) However manifestly symp-

tomatic schismogenic forms of social integration may be, they are, no doubt 

effective; and because they operate at the level of experience, i.e., are 

elaborated and propagated through disgust, disdain, despising, jealousy, 

in-group bias, narcissistic self-glorification, and so on, because they suffuse 

the materiality of ordinary, practical life with—aggressively exclusionary or 

rivalrous—meaning, because they are nothing if not sensuously mediated 

orders of meaning, their distressing proximity to modernism’s accomplish-

ment of emphatic, sensuously mediated meaning demands a response—

an elaboration of a critical distinction. These identity-consolidating, life-

world-elaborating forms of meaning are hardly meagre. Thus modernism’s 

critical diagnosis of faltering social integration, its particular inflection of the 

notion of reification towards the relative indifference of social system func-

tionality and reproduction to sensuous experience, may turn out to be blind 

to what is most obdurately evident, indeed a displacement and so a con-

cealment of it, and as such complicit with its continuing efficacy. This would 

mark, perhaps, a moment of disguised aestheticism and perverse, insular 

optimism in modernism’s pursuit of emphatic sensuous particularity, i.e., 

autonomy: only the semblantic realignment of meaning and materiality de-

veloped in modernist artworks, only their elaboration of emphatically sen-

suous meanings, their suspension of skepticism, counts.  

 

-Modernist works mean to serve as placeholders or promissory notes 

for the return of emphatic meaning to, or for its realization in, ordinary life. 

(The best works, arguably, are both placeholders, holding open the space 

of need, sustaining its urgency, by holding out against the swamping of 

need by compromised and/or extrinsic satisfactions, and promissory notes, 

demonstrating within their highly circumscribed domain that, in principle, 

emphatic meaning can be realised, and urging the frustration over and dis-

appointment by the merely aesthetic accomplishment of emphatic meaning, 

that is, frustration over and disappointment by the semblance of emphatic 

meaning, to take shape as a searching demand for its more radical—

socially actual—realisation. Indeed, the best works are often both at once; 

dialectically enhancing each function through its routing through the other.) 
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By attempting to bind their meaning to their medium, that is, to achieve au-

tonomy, sensuous particularity, and by showing this attempt to fail, and fail 

inevitability, not simply as a result of insufficient virtuosity, such works level 

a searing indictment of modernity as an epoch in which everyday life no 

longer depends, or does not yet depend, fundamentally, on individuals’ 

sensuous and reflective experiences of—that is, on their embodied en-

gagements with—their world and one another; an epoch in which the oper-

ations and reproduction of basic forms of life and social organisation occur 

for the most part independently of individuals’ conviction and connection (in 

and to one another, their world, themselves); an epoch in which system in-

tegration has all but vanquished the need for social integration (thus for 

subjectivity, the dissolution of which is displaced by the rise of “personali-

ty”). Call this the eclipse of the political.
41

 What modernist artworks claim, in 

principle, is that experience of the world and of one another is no longer or 

not yet orientative, thus that our sensuous nature and capacity for reflective 

remembrance, for thought, are by such a world squandered—that we, like 

characters on stage or on screen, are living out scripts rather than respond-

ing sensitively and reflectively to the people and phenomena we encounter; 

that we are, amid the dull diversity of novelties continually clamoring for at-

tention, routinised, standardised, just as scripted—programmed, automatic, 

inauthentic—as the worst Hollywood clichés or inert painterly conventions; 

and that our lives are damaged, injured, suffering because of their enforced 

scriptedness. Such works confront us with our mortification; they are our vi-

carious vitality, our proxy self-consciousness. And as such they make de-

mands, through the opacity of affection, on and against reigning disposi-

tions of self-consciousness: they insinuate what, if it is to have a chance to 

be taken seriously, they cannot directly say, since to state it directly would 

plunge the suggestion into cliché.
42

 

 

-This is a rather robustly, perhaps restrictively, allegorical reading of 

modernism, no? All but inviting an art-against-aesthetics-type rejoinder. 

 

-And even if we dare speak of modernism in a categorical register, is 

the animating principle of modernism really the demand for emphatic 

meaning and ultimately for a disposition—or dispositions—of ordinary life 

that can bear the demand for (emphatic) human significance—for an ex-

pressive empirical order, a context amenable to “beautiful action”? Isn’t that 

demand a bit extravagant? And is it not, in effect, an aestheticist sneering 

at the mundane? A preemptory discounting of ordinary pleasures and pro-

spects? Yet another redemptive critique condescending to proclaim solidar-

ity with the potential of what it openly despises?  
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Of course the everyday is not simply scripted and self-avoiding 

through workaday and domestic routine and absorption in commercial 

spectacle. Of course ordinary life is meaningful and creative and capable of 

undergoing substantial transformations under critical pressure—or can be 

so.  

And of course in attempting to keep its meaning and its medium from 

coming apart, in resisting that fate, and failing conspicuously, much mod-

ernist art is able to show that to some extent, but only to some extent, 

meaning inheres or can inhere in convention-mediated materiality, and that 

its failing to do so fully, or more fully, is a problem, a source of suffering, 

something comprehensible to resist and to critically reflect on. Doubtless 

much modernist art seeks to isolate and foreground the material bearers of 

its meanings in order to focus our attention on the sensuous as site where 

meaning, if there is any, will be, and thereby makes the confrontation with 

nihilism a central concern. But modernist art is not simply a holding pattern 

for enhanced ordinariness—all promise and placeholder. It aims, equally, to 

reinvigorate or advance our capacities for response to sensuous signifi-

cance, to reawaken or enhance our susceptibility to and capability of reflec-

tively engaging with sensuously mediated demands of various sorts—

political, ethical, aesthetic, and so on. Thus in aiming to sophisticate sen-

suous responsivity, to advance taste, it is hardly pursuing a merely aesthet-

ic agenda. Is not the premise of such a pursuit that there are sensuously 

mediated meanings, concrete particulars, making claims on us everywhere 

in social life, and not just in rarified art contexts, to which we might re-

spond? Does it not assume that, in a way, what is getting in the way of en-

hanced ordinariness is us—our propensities for avoidance, evasion, re-

fusal, and so on? Without thereby simply becoming ideology, does it not 

seek to attune us the ordinarily squandered or suppressed richness of the 

everyday and to develop our aptitudes for remaining present to experience, 

acknowledging it, undergoing it more fully, affectively and reflectively? 

 

-Such difficult matters aside, the immediate point is this: failing to dis-

cern modernism’s intimate involvement with the problem of nihilism, Danto 

cannot make out its self-conscious surrender to, indeed courting of, failure, 

i.e., meaninglessness (aestheticism, academicism, or meagreness), nor the 

critical-dialectical stakes of its endeavour to make its inexorable slide into 

meaninglessness into a form of critical-aesthetic accomplishment—that is, 

to make its fate into form, to internalise it and resist it from within, to make 

that fate meaningful, perspicuous. What he cannot make out, in short, is 

modernism’s internal relation to social rationalisation and disenchantment, 

e.g., its acknowledgement of devolution into one-of-those-attempts-to-look-
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modern (academicism),
43

 or its assuming the look of arbitrariness (i.e., of 

“genius” or ineptitude or laissez faire free-for-all) or of the merely decora-

tive, or its becoming but an occasion for sensuous exhilaration, idiosyncrat-

ic association, or connoisseurial speculative consumption as its way of reg-

istering, and thereby resisting so far as possible, social reification: moral 

isolation, fragmentation, and alienation, i.e., mutual indifference except in-

sofar as others feature as helpmates or hindrances in one’s pursuits, which 

is to say, except insofar as others figure instrumentally within the context of 

one’s interests and designs on their satisfaction; the external imposition of 

social forms irrespective of their sensuously and reflectively compelling 

qualities—and corresponding experiences of subjectivity in disarray—i.e., 

the experience of social form as fate, thus of others—and ultimately of one-

self—as interchangeable bearers of social functions, as essentially super-

fluous, and of social principles as merely objective, external to embodied 

practice, that is, as institutionally secured external regulators of practice ra-

ther than the animating principles and stakes of practice, thus as immune 

from reinflection, redirection, or renewal by practice, or else as overwhelm-

ingly in force irrespective of their validity—as imperious and irrational de-

mands for standardisation; in short, the displacement of intersubjective re-

lations—the horizon of agency—by relations among things—the purview of 

administration—i.e., the appearance as an object of human practices and 

therewith a suppression of freedom, the appearance of social forms as 

unamenable to agential intervention and of social life from the perspective 

of needs for conflict-resolving action coordination, thus from the perspec-

tive of imperturbable self-interest, and therewith a suppression of solidari-

ty—reification names the social realisation of a fundamentally contempla-

tive, administrative attitude. Modernism is the death mask of modernity. 

Thus Danto cannot see that by manifestly departing from tradition, 

modernist works are not, as he suggests, seeking to secure their identity, to 

immunise their medium from further identity crises—as if departures from 

tradition were a progressive purging of excess—but rather seeking to make 

their struggle with skepticism—as a stand-in for the problematic of nihil-

ism—perspicuous. Modernist works depart from tradition, and thus risk 

meaninglessness, failure, as a condition for aesthetically demonstrating the 

continuing possibility, and thereby extending the promise, of emphatically 

meaningful experience. Modernism bears the promise of emphatic sensu-

ous significance, of the orientational significance of experience, on which 

culture has defaulted. It means to stand in for, to stand for the promise of, 

an expressive empirical order. Thus it must appear as a broken promise—

fractured, overburdened, hence minimally fetishistic; an outcry against, i.e., 

frustrated suffering, lamentation, or manifestly hysterical denial of, its nec-
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essary insufficiency. Modernist works must depart from tradition, must pur-

sue novelty and uniqueness—hence must appear restless, unappeased—

in order to elicit from their addressees, and thereby invoke the broader 

horizon of, the skepticism that they must both acknowledge and overcome 

if and to the extent that they are successful. Only by departing from tradi-

tion and thereby eliciting skeptical suspicions can modernist works raise, 

and make sense of, their constitutive claims to objectively embody their 

meanings, to be objectively, which is to say, materially, embodied mean-

ings, there to be acknowledged (or not)—rather than meaningful only be-

cause they adhere to reigning conventions (traditional/institutional authori-

ty) or are proclaimed to be so by individual fiat (aestheticism). Modernist 

works must depart from convention, must pursue novelty, in order to raise 

their constitutive claims to be convincing rather than merely conventional, 

accomplishments rather than mere applications of established rules, thus, if 

meaningful, not merely so by convention or agreement but through them-

selves: materially meaningful. Only by departing from tradition can modern-

ist works present themselves as singular meanings of (re)orientational sig-

nificance, emphatic experiences—which means no more, but no less, than 

to have effectively, however provisionally, suspended skepticism.
44

  

 

-Before the question arose of what might motivate Danto’s insistence 

that art is a philosophical category, the issue was whether, even if what 

makes something art is nothing the eye can see, no perceptual property the 

possession of which ontologically distinguishes artworks from their ordinary 

empirical counterparts, art must be a philosophical category. In other 

words, the question was whether the invisibility constituting artworks might 

be of another order than the philosophical; thus whether Danto’s inference 

that because what makes something art is imperceptible, and because phi-

losophy classically concerns itself with imperceptible, essence-constituting 

properties, art must be a philosophical category. With this in mind, it seems 

important to underscore that Danto does after all claim that what transfig-

ures (constitutes) what would otherwise be but a purposeless thing or an 

ordinary functional object into an artwork is subjectivity—and that this too, 

in a way, is invisible, yet not invisible in the way that the natural kinds or 

metaphysical essences with which philosophy is said to be concerned are 

invisible.
45

 If subjectivity, a taking or treating or acknowledging, is ontologi-

cally constitutive of artworks, and the contribution of subjectivity is not met-

aphysically mandated, then there need not be art—which at least suggests 

that if the concept of art corresponds to a metaphysical essence or natural 

kind, essences or kinds are not all of the “there anyway” sort, i.e., ontologi-

cally independent of recognitive practices—even if in some way external 
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regulators of or truth-makers in such practices.
46

 So again, even if what 

makes something art is nothing the eye can see, this need not entail, as 

Danto insists, that art must be a philosophical category.  

Indeed, Danto seems to avoid the question of what might motivate and 

mediate aesthetic attending, that is, the assumption of an aesthetic attitude, 

or more precisely, the constitutive contribution of subjectivity to possibility 

of art, as relentlessly as he avoids the aesthetics of nature. Of course, 

these evasions, if they are such, may have nothing to do with one another, 

but, to speculate: might Danto’s approaching and avoidance of, his attrac-

tion to and repulsion by, subjectivity’s constitutive contribution to the possi-

bility of art, or more broadly, to the possibility of aesthetic attending alto-

gether, be a way of bypassing, or rather burying, indeed repressing, the 

aesthetics of nature? And might the stake of this deflection of and from his 

insight into the contribution of subjectivity to the possibility of art—it is an 

idea as frequently underscored and utilised, and as little developed, as his 

notion of an “art world”—be an avoidance of the co-entombment of nature 

and subjectivity? Perhaps of their mutually implicated decay and defor-

mation? And so, perhaps, of the mutually aggravating aggressiveness of 

their spectral reassertions, of the death-grip they maintain on each other in 

their unsettled afterlives? (Hypertrophic subjectivity—e.g., theories of aes-

thetic meaning by fiat, artistic self-reduction to brand-image, artworks bath-

ing in the shallow, murky pools of narcissistic indexicality—corresponding 

to its historical degradation, itself conditioned by subjectivity’s sensuous de-

realisation? The mute presence of abject art and capitalist realism patheti-

cally rehearsing the loss of natural meaning or, more broadly, of self-

sufficient nature, its being without why, and therewith giving distorted ex-

pression to subjectivity’s impracticability, thus unintelligibility, for want of a 

relation to something that can check, and so stabilise, render substantial, 

its otherwise ferociously self-evacuating intentionality?) Might then Danto’s 

categorical claim that beauty is an irrepressible interest of humanity, that 

our lives would be unintelligible without an interest and unbearable without 

an extensive involvement in beauty, strike as somewhat symptomatic: as if 

simultaneously approaching and avoiding the reified present, registering 

our reification—the mutually implicated destitution of nature and subjectivi-

ty—in the mode of denegation—specifically, by way of a theoreticist ideali-

sation of our abiding interests? Indeed, as if covering up for a crime in 

which he feels implicated but unable to name, let alone locate and thema-

tise? Or stated more academically, albeit still provocatively, might Danto’s 

avoidance of his insight into the constitutive contribution of subjectivity to 

the possibility of art, or more broadly, to the possibility of aesthetic mean-

ing, be the cost of never having come to terms with Kant’s aesthetics?  
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-In any case, Danto’s claim is that Pop, and in particular Warhol’s Bril-

lo Box, “marked the end of the great narrative of Western art”—that is, 

ended the quest within art for the reflexive delimitation of the Idea of art and 

likewise the endeavour of art criticism to narratively comprehend and nor-

matively regulate that quest—“by bringing to self-consciousness the philo-

sophical truth of art”: namely, that the truth or essence of art is impercepti-

ble, thus not the sort of thing that artworks might (further) embody, let alone 

embody through the reflexive elaboration of the limits and possibilities of 

specific artistic media.
47

 “The Brillo Box made the question [of the essence 

of art] general.” With the emergence of modernism, the question of the es-

sence of art could no longer be framed as: What makes for a perfect work 

of representational art? For this was obviously too constrictive. It became 

instead: What are the essences—the specific powers or “area[s] of compe-

tence”—of the various artistic media? Or, what is the same: How might the 

various arts achieve identity with their material bases, thus expunge mere 

conventions from their practices, attain to the purity of absolute self-

identity? But with the Brillo Box it became clear that this formulation too 

was illicitly constrictive, inadequate for the comprehension of the essence 

of art as such. It was too keyed to historically dominant artistic media and 

conflated the progressive pursuit of purity within those media with the 

properly philosophical question of the essence of art. The proper formula-

tion of the question of the essence of art revealed by Warhol’s Brillo Box 

was: “Why was it a work of art when the objects which resemble it exactly, 

at least under perceptual criteria, are mere things, or, at best, mere arti-

facts? … The example made it clear that one could not any longer under-

stand the difference between art and reality,” thus what makes a work of art 

a work of art, what distinguishes art as such, “in purely visual terms or 

teach the meaning of ‘work of art’ by means of examples.” The genuine—

genuinely philosophical—formulation of the question of the essence of art 

was the perceptual indiscernibility problem. “[T]hrough pop, art showed 

what the proper philosophical question about itself really was” and demon-

strated that art, because irreducibly sensuous, could not answer it (or could 

answer it only incidentally, not as its defining ambition; or could not answer 

it as art). “The question was this: What makes the difference between an 

artwork and something which is not an artwork if in fact they look exactly 

alike? … [N]ow that the philosophical problem of art had been clarified from 

within the history of art, that history had come to an end. … The history of 

the art’s quest for philosophical identity was over. And now that is was 

over, artists were liberated to do whatever they wanted to do.”
48
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-The trick is infinitely clever: in order to disburden art from philosophi-

cal appropriation and thus disgorge the source of its internalised aggres-

sion, the imperious authority of philosophy is granted the sacrifice it had 

been seeking. With the “Brillo Box” display, art withdraws its claim to incar-

nate truth, sensuously realises the limits of the sensuous for bearing truth, 

or rather makes the emphatic underscoring of these limits, of its indetermi-

nate sensuousness and historicity, a confession of inadequacy to the tasks 

of philosophy whereby art entitles itself to do as it will so long as it steers 

clear of tasks for which it isn’t suited anyway. In parting ways, truth-seeking 

and art meaning are, in truth, as they ever were. 

 

-On Danto’s rendering, Warhol’s “Brillo Box” display is a revolution in 

art (history—or what is the same, the philosophy of art): it returns us to the 

beginning but cancels the generative antagonism that gave rise to History 

(art’s philosophical appropriation). In ringing the death knell of modernism, 

the Brillo Boxes stand as the pearly gates opening before post-historical 

pluralism—art’s endlessly idiosyncratic form of happiness.
49

 Post-historical 

art would be, finally, philosophy’s Other.  

 

-The arrogance of this confession is extraordinary: a work that trans-

gresses its emphatic self-declaration of indeterminate sensuousness and 

historicity by claiming this declaration as a philosophical, hence semantical-

ly fixed and transparent, demonstration of the limits of the sensuous for 

bearing truth, and not just the truth of art but truth generally, and that trans-

gresses the norms of philosophical demonstration to which it holds itself by 

embedding its thesis about the limits of the sensuous in an emphatically 

sensuous medium, thus a work that on its conception of art and philosophy 

is neither exactly art nor philosophy, claims to convene within itself the tri-

bunal of philosophy before which it confesses and then withdraws art’s 

claim to truth, to accept this concession on behalf of a now placated philos-

ophy, and thereby to enact art’s ruse of self-liberation—its duping philoso-

phy into conceding to a demonstration that, because sensuously mediated, 

it should never accept, yet by which, as it fulfills a longstanding wish, it al-

lows itself to be tempted.  

 

-Brillo Boxes in particular, and then Pop art and Minimalism generally, 

end the philosophical disenfranchisement of art—i.e., art’s subordination to 

the philosophical (or what Derrida might call the ethico-theoretical) ideal of 

eidetic self-consciousness—by conceding to philosophy’s condescending 

image of art? By assuring philosophy that art has no claims on truth or, for 

that matter, any grand, i.e., culture-constitutive, ambitions? Pop and Mini-
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malism’s self-limitation to the mundane mean to release the art that follows, 

and equally the appreciation of prior art, into a space of boundless free-

dom?
50

  

 

-How many endings does art need?
51

 Why doesn’t the liberation stick? 

Is not the philosophical release of art and art criticism from philosophical 

disenfranchisement what, in turn, Danto himself—repeatedly—attempts to 

authorise? Is it merely incidental that art’s insubordinate refusal of philo-

sophical disenfranchisement is mediated, again and again, by the voice of 

a philosopher, albeit a philosopher who claims to have been instructed by 

art? (Or rather, given the peculiarity of Brillo Box, by “art”?) Even if Danto’s 

philosophy of art and corresponding art critical practice are, as he claims, 

object-dependent, sourced in his (adjusted)
52

 response to his viewing of 

Warhol’s Brillo Boxes in the Stable Gallery in April 1964, does he not hijack 

the claim of the work so that it can do its work within the field of philosophy, 

which means conceding to the authority the work claims to deny? And so 

effectively denying the work’s claim to extraterritoriality? “[P]hilosophically 

curing art of philosophy”
53

—what audacity! What typically philosophical hu-

bris! But how else to proceed? A very familiar question of the mid-sixties 

arises in what might seem an unlikely place: can liberty be granted or must 

it be claimed, asserted, i.e., self-authorised? 

 

-Warhol’s Brillo Boxes raises a question with which historically con-

temporaneous anti-colonial, often Marxist-influenced liberation struggles 

were contending even though, on Danto’s account, it—or rather Pop Art 

generally—denies art’s need to challenge our ordinary, mass-produced 

need interpretations? 

 

-Not even Danto is entirely reconciled to the idea that Warhol’s Brillo 

Boxes are effectively the end of (modernist) art. And this despite what may 

well be his overidentification with the work. When Danto is able to get be-

yond his enthusiasm for the Brillo Box demonstration (or as he often puts it, 

“revelation”), bracket the centrality he ordinarily accords it when accounting 

for art’s liberation from philosophical disenfranchisement, the following, 

much more manifestly suspicious account of the end of (modernist) art 

comes into view, as, significantly, do Danto’s tremors of ambivalence about 

post-historical pluralism.  

Bordering on if not enacting a certain nihilism, Pop Art and Minimalism 

invoke the history of (modernist) art leading to them—indeed, invoke this 

history as inexorably if unwittingly leading to them—only in order to repudi-

ate the claims of that tradition as binding. Thus they find themselves, even 
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in their anticipation of boundless possibilities for artistic production and ap-

preciation, bound to the tradition they would repudiate as a condition for 

their intelligibility, bearing that tradition internally as the horizon against 

which their claims to liberate artistic production and appreciation from its 

philosophically overcharged history have point.
54

 Which is to suggest—and 

if this is Danto’s suggestion, it marks a quiet, anomalous ambivalence—

that even happy nihilism has it limits or else risks losing its happiness, i.e., 

that freedom without foil is slack boredom.
55

 In line with the logic of 

modernism they claim to at once fulfill, exceed, and overturn, that is, in so 

theatrically shuffling off the history which brings their significance into view, 

in so loudly disclaiming any involvement with that in the absence of which 

their pertinence—their need—is difficult to make out, or else in the absence 

of which they might seem but bourgeois indulgence and ideology, i.e., in 

repeatedly resurrecting the history of modernism in order to prove, ever 

again, that the gods are merely ancestors, or better, but corpses, Pop Art 

and Minimalism would seem to give themselves the lie. Cast into the shad-

ows as the prehistory of Pop and Minimalism, modernism would seem to 

be the secret fetish of post-historical pluralism: an ever-abused image of its 

past that it is never done leaving behind. And conversely, Pop and Minimal-

ism would seem to be but modernist skepticism—reiterated abstraction 

pursed by other means. 

This would be but another episode in the old familiar story of modern-

ism but for Pop’s bringing into view not just an immediately prior, presuma-

bly final illusion in and by which art had been paralysed, but the whole his-

tory of such gestures, and in so doing, advancing a fundamentally different 

interpretation of art’s paralysis. By denying that a determinate inadequacy 

impeding the material realisation of the idea of (an) art can be identified 

and overcome, and instead repudiating the idea that art is in the service of 

the Idea, that is, in the service of philosophy, Pop and Minimalism position 

themselves as the wholesale repudiation of the logic of modernism. (That 

the repudiation must be wholesale is something that Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, 

along with the Motts Apple Juice, Del Monte Peach Halves, Kellog’s Corn 

Flakes, Campbell's Tomato Juice, and Heinz's Ketchup Boxes, because 

they resemble the containers in which the retail items are warehoused, 

shipped, and stocked rather than the retail packaging, more readily make 

plain). More precisely, by assuming a thoroughgoing complicity with the 

logic they claim to overcome, Pop Art and Minimalism mean to outbid and 

thereby implode the logic of modernism, to expose and ridicule it from a 

point of utmost proximity. If they can position themselves in its legacy, and 

all the more so as the fulfillment of its logic, modernism must have misun-

derstood itself radically. Pop Art and Minimalism make evident the contriv-
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ance of modernism’s logic (even its hint of gimmick and melodrama, i.e., of 

kitsch), and the historicality of that logic, thus its non-necessity, by hyper-

bolic mimesis. They mean to deflate (“pop,” “minimalise”—even if this is a 

semantic accident, it is hardly inconceivable that the practitioners of Pop 

and Minimalism would spare not even themselves from their brash deri-

siveness) the pretensions of modernism by parody. (Or is it satire or tragi-

comedy?—the performative point of this ambiguity being the indeterminacy 

of genre identification and genre delimitation; generally, by revealing the 

indefinite iterability of the logic of modernism and insisting on its incapacity 

to defend itself against contextual inflection, thus its essential indetermina-

cy, Pop and Minimalism show it to be incapable of ideal embodiment; in 

short, they mean to performatively invoke and repudiate modernism’s ambi-

tion to identify essence and appearance). By framing the claims of the tra-

dition as meaningless for them, that is, by emphatically, flamboyantly deny-

ing their involvement with the history of modernism, and thereby tuning us 

in to their own constitutive deafness, indeed to the feigning of such deaf-

ness—lordly and dandy, affecting total self-composure while furtively keep-

ing watch over that to which they claim to be cold, thus in utmost proximity 

to modernism—and marking what they must fail to heed, Pop Art and Min-

imalism manifestly bind their intelligibility to the history they repudiate.
56

 

And thereby—i.e., by confessing on its behalf—call modernism’s bluff.  

 Or rather, this is what Pop and Minimalism claim to do. (Or what 

Danto claims on their behalf.) But do Pop and Minimalism do anything 

more than arrogantly assert their (ironic) victory? For whom would Aris-

tophanes’ The Clouds constitute a refutation of Socrates? What warrants 

Pop’s alternative interpretation of art’s paralysis, i.e., its metahistorical 

frame? What makes the wholesale repudiation of modernism convincing ra-

ther than, say, a populist power ploy? That the confession of modernism’s 

immanent breakdown is ventriloquised suggests, perhaps, a gap between 

its assertion and its acceptance—between bathos and conviction. Is there 

not some haste, even a hint of triumphalism, evident in Pop and Minimal-

ism’s announcement of the end of art’s philosophical disenfranchisement? 

Might the successive repetitions and amplifications of that announcement 

in Conceptual art, Fluxus, appropriation art, and so on signal its failure to 

carry conviction—or at least its internalisation of the history from which it 

claims to decisively break free? Is Pop’s professed undermining of modern-

ism but abstract negation, merely a matter of changing the subject, refocus-

ing attention, framing its self-appointed predecessor in terms in which it 

would be unable to recognise itself and which are all-too-available, suspi-

ciously available, to denouncement and overcoming? What exactly is the 

difference between an ironic mimesis of modernism and the logic of 
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modernism ironically indicted? Is Pop but the hypermoralistic repudiation of 

the logic of repudiation it ascribes to modernism? A half-ironic hyperbole of 

the history of repudiation/criminal enframing? But a frame-up? A distraction 

from its inability to carry conviction even if it carries the day? Danto’s re-

counting of Warhol’s Coke bottle crisis, the scene of his transition from Ab-

stract Expressionist-type painting to Pop art, might then serve as some-

thing of a screen memory—a vivid, concrete, and highly cathected image of 

a decisive break that, normatively, never quite came off.
57

  

Correlatively, might Danto’s acceptance and underwriting of the claim 

of Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, then of Pop and Minimalism generally, to end 

(modernist) art be a hasty declaration of a conclusion to a struggle in which 

art, and perhaps he too, is yet embroiled? Thus a form of avoidance and 

self-avoidance? Is his acceptance of such a claim not a bit of arrogant phil-

osophical legislation passing itself off as an acceptance of an aesthetic 

demonstration? Or revelation? Whence the need for the ruse, if there is 

one? And if Danto enters a claim on behalf of art (Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, 

then Pop Art and Minimalism generally) to end (modernist) art and then ac-

cepts this claim—his claim?—on behalf of modernism and philosophy (the 

equivalence of which is, arguably, his own invention, or at least a signature 

of his rendering of Warhol’s accomplishment), is he not miming the logic of 

the Brillo Boxes and by that repetition and recirculation of its claim testifying 

to its inadequacy? Much like the Brillo Box, Danto would convene and pre-

side over the tribunal of philosophy before which he, on art’s behalf, con-

fesses and then withdraws its claim to truth; accept this confession on be-

half of a now placated philosophy; and then duly pronounce art’s emanci-

pation (again and again). 

 

-That Danto is not entirely reconciled to the idea that Warhol’s Brillo 

Box effectively ends (modernist) art is perhaps symptomized by his am-

bivalence about the precise nature of Warhol’s accomplishment. And per-

haps this symptomatic ambivalence in turn signals a blockage in his ac-

count, a refusal to entirely accept the narrowly cognitivist frame of the rise 

and fall of modernism upon which he nevertheless insists (and insists that 

Warhol’s Brillo Boxes authoritatively establishes—as if defensively fobbing 

off responsibility for this frame, or at least keeping some minimal distance 

from it). 

Sometimes Danto claims that the Brillo Boxes are an answer, albeit a 

peculiar answer, to the question “What is art?” The answer they provide is: 

the essence of art is an issue for philosophy to determine. This, in effect, 

relieves art and art criticism from bearing any philosophical weight, and so, 

presumably, immunizes them from appropriation by philosophy. Art and art 
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criticism, on the one hand, and philosophy, on the other, would be alto-

gether different enterprises, just different sorts of things. They would only 

become confused and compromised were they to get mixed up with one 

another.
58

  

Alternatively, Danto suggests that the Brillo Boxes answer the ques-

tion “What is art?” by establishing that, in principle, anything can be art—

that there are no transhistorical aesthetic properties that qualify an object 

as an artwork—and that the essence of art is an issue for philosophy to fur-

ther determine. (Although Danto frames this modal point—that anything 

can be art—as a contribution to the clarification of the concept of art, i.e., 

as elaborating an aspect of the definition of art, it is hard to see how it is in-

formative with respect to the essence rather than the application of the 

concept of art, i.e., its intension rather than its extension. In other words, 

the “revelation” that anything can be art seems to suggest that the ontology 

of art is thoroughly historical, but as a contribution to establishing the 

transhistorical essence, i.e., definition, of art, it can’t be suggesting this. Ra-

ther, at most, the Brillo Boxes establish that the material realisation of the 

essence of art, and so the identification of artworks, is inseparable from the 

history of art: anything can be art, but not irrespective of time and place. 

Danto’s balking at nominalism is perhaps where he brushes up against the 

emphatic claims of modernist artworks—or against a specific philosophical 

orientation towards modernist artworks, leveling claims on their behalf—to 

singularly recast and renew the meaning of art (and/or their art form), i.e., 

to recalibrate the universal through a singular intervention. The epistemo-

logical-political route from exemplary and enigmatic sensuous particular 

(analogous to action) through reflective judgement (analogous to intersub-

jective and institutional uptake) to a different (i.e., dialectical) notion of uni-

versality and a different appreciation of its stakes (e.g., as modelling, 

mourning, and so preserving a memory of or hope for politics or community 

under conditions of its tendential eclipse by forces of social rationalisa-

tion—a memory of or hope for praxis)
59

 is, for Danto, the path not taken, in-

deed the path that cannot be taken if, as he claims, the Brillo Boxes effec-

tively end the relationship between art and philosophy.)
60

 Although the Bril-

lo Box’s contribution to aesthetic self-consciousness, i.e., to the philosophi-

cal definition of art, is necessarily historically and aesthetically mediated, 

such mediations of the concept are unique to the artwork, a one-off affair: it 

relieves art and art criticism from bearing any further philosophical weight, 

and so, presumably, immunises them from appropriation by philosophy. Art 

and art criticism, on the one hand, and philosophy, on the other, would be 

henceforth altogether different enterprises; they would only become con-

fused and compromised were they to get mixed up with one another 
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again—thus differently. 

At other times, Danto claims that the Brillo Boxes answer to philoso-

phy’s demand for self-consciousness, in effect demonstrating that the es-

sence of art is that it is about something and that what it is about, its sub-

ject-matter, is embodied in the artwork. In The Transfiguration of the Com-

monplace this definition of art as embodied meaning is presented as speci-

fying the necessary and sufficient conditions for something being an art-

work. But by After the End of Art Danto concedes that embodied meaning 

is perhaps only a necessary, not a sufficient condition for something being 

an artwork. In the latter work, Danto intimates, what art is beyond this min-

imal understanding is something for philosophy to determine. (Or to elabo-

rate: part of the ambiguity of Danto’s position is that he often makes it seem 

as if art is embodied meaning, but that what this—“embodied meaning”—

means is something for philosophy to elaborate.) That Warhol’s Brillo Box 

only gets us part of the way there is, for Danto, of less importance than that 

it ends the entanglement of art and philosophy: it is all the self-

consciousness art is ever going to provide, thus its lasting significance is as 

a standing rebuke to philosophy which would continue to look to art to do 

its work for it or condemn art for failing to fully realise and explicate its idea.  

At yet other times, Danto suggests that the Brillo Boxes deny that the 

question “What is art?” can be answered by philosophy or any other dis-

course when what is sought is essence, truth, or universality. When Danto 

is in this frame of mind, he underscores that Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, then 

Pop Art generally, along with its inheritors and allies, take the offensive 

against delimitations and boundaries, against disciplinary conscription, 

against coherence, identity, and essence—which is to say, against philoso-

phy.
61

 (That Pop may thereby take aim at an overly philosophical, i.e., reg-

imented, everyday is something about which neither it nor Danto are par-

ticularly clear. And for obvious reasons: if the everyday Pop would embrace 

needs to be prepared, Pop remains critical, akin to “high” art. And perhaps 

also in greater proximity to Dada’s aggressive nihilism than it would care to 

admit. While in the case of Pop the avoidance of this issue perhaps ex-

presses an unacknowledged nervousness about the socially enforced in-

sistence of negativity in presumably all-affirmative art, in Danto’s work it 

may—also—answer to a prohibition of “depth analysis,” i.e., interpreting art 

in a way that treats intentions as symptoms or otherwise attempts to get at 

dynamically unconscious content. Such a prohibition may ultimately be in 

the service of preserving intention and context from the sort of critical pres-

sure that would diminish, or more radically call into question, their ability 

block arbitrariness in cases where identifying and interpreting artworks re-

quires parsing the differences between perceptually identical entities.
62

) 
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Specifically, Danto stresses, Pop attempts to turn “high culture” against it-

self such that its further developments amount to its unraveling. Through all 

sorts of subversive interventions (Brillo boxes, soup cans, laundry bags, 

etc.), Pop seeks to throw “high culture” into a tailspin, to induce profound 

nausea at the very idea of sorting out the differences between authentic art, 

fraudulent art, and ordinary objects. (Danto passes over this moment quick-

ly.) While modernism employs various devices of estrangement in order to 

make its constitutive demand for judgement felt, Pop art, symmetrically but 

from the other side, makes use of the look of the familiar to raise the ques-

tion of whether and in virtue of what it is art. But here’s the twist: in raising 

the question from a point as proximate to ordinary life as modernism is dis-

tant, and thus in denying that this question has any privileged form of ex-

pression, that it is in any way the prerogative of “high art” (modernism) to 

pose, that is, by projecting a world in which anything whatsoever and 

wheresoever might raise this question,
63

 Pop means to dull the point of the 

question—even more, to make the question itself repellently disorienting. If 

successful, Pop would saturate experience with the question once emphat-

ically posed by modernism, or rather suffuse experience with the spectre of 

the question, and thus strip it of the art historical framing that gave it point. 

Ultimately, the aim is to induce revulsion at the very idea of determining the 

essence, truth, idea, or identity of art. This would be a matter not of restitut-

ing philosophy to its rights but of repudiating the intelligibility of its interests 

and the possibility of their satisfaction. Here, perhaps, Warhol and Du-

champ converge.
64

  

And yet, as is already evident, Danto cannot but intermittently 

acknowledge that Warhol’s Brillo Boxes are not exclusively concerned with 

ending art’s disenfranchisement by philosophy/modernism, let alone with 

restituting philosophy to its rights. Clearly, the work does not simply seek to 

liberate art for art’s sake—especially if that means further entrenching art’s 

autonomy and colluding with the aesthete’s image of art as a self-sufficient, 

unqualified good and esoteric emblem of spiritual superiority—but rather 

seeks to problematise, and perhaps efface, the boundary between art and 

life.
65

 In short, the Brillo Boxes, and all the more so subsequent works by 

Warhol and by many of those who follow in his wake, have designs on cul-

tural revolution. Hence Brillo Box’s concession to philosophy, its exemplary 

revoking of art’s culturally constitutive ambitions, is either a ruse, an 

unacknowledged moment of tension within itself and/or with the works that 

follow, or a misreading on Danto’s behalf—a projection. In any case, what 

Danto’s insistence on the narrowly cognitivist framing of the Brillo Boxes—

and of what they respond to—seems at pains to deny is that the Brillo Box-

es, and all the more so much of the work that follows in its spirit, imagines 
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the end of the philosophical disenfranchisement of art and social liberation 

tracking together. What Danto is perhaps at pains to deny, then, is Pop’s 

manifest social failure, its fatedness to that failure—i.e., to institutional au-

tonomy, commercial reabsorption and therewith ideological repurposing, 

and/or indifference—the obliviousness to that failure of much of the work 

that takes up its inheritance, and the anticipatory awareness of that fate 

and of its further symptoms in art that embodies the self-consciousness of 

art’s suffering from its enforced autonomy and from the consequent tempta-

tion to indulge a fantasy of its overcoming—i.e., modernist art. Specifically, 

modernist art understood outside the confines of its narrowly cognitivist 

framing.  

About this much Danto is clear: Warhol’s Brillo Box, then Pop Art gen-

erally, means to expose and repudiate modernism’s/philosophy’s repulsive, 

purity-driven, hierarchy-instituting moralism; to publicly chasten modern-

ism/philosophy for its long, self-undermining history of exclusions, its re-

pugnant efforts to demean and impossible efforts to expel the low or com-

mon in order to produce itself as “high culture” in the mirror of the “low” that 

it thereby holds in place (and regularly identifies with the common). Making 

art of ordinary objects or in the lurid tones and logos of the contemporary 

commercial aesthetic vernacular (Pop), or from “vulgar” materials and/or by 

means of industrial process (Minimalism), or that can be materially realised 

by just about anyone, anywhere (a prominent strain of Conceptualism) 

means denying the gap between art and life, thus depriving high art of its 

constitutive contrast. (Which is perhaps to some extent a ploy to tempt 

“high art” and its pundits into snubbing or overtly repudiating such “lowlife” 

art and thereby revealing their elitist moralism.) While Danto is no less clear 

that Pop and Minimalism mean to expose and denounce high culture, and 

modernism in particular—thus perhaps philosophy—as all-too adjusted to 

social hierarchies and exclusions, and that Pop and Minimalism mean to 

undo those hierarchies and exclusions, he seems at pains to avoid the ob-

vious question of the effectiveness with which they might do so and the 

moralistic fantasy to which their failure is prone to give rise and in which the 

issue of efficacy tends to be cloaked.
66

 Brillo Box’s accomplishment is man-

ifestly uneven: whatever its success at releasing art from philoso-

phy/modernism or demonstrating that modernism’s/philosophy’s appropria-

tion of art is doomed to frustration, such success far exceeds that at liberat-

ing social life from its various boundaries, hierarchies, etc. Indeed, Danto 

claims, the intelligibility of the Brillo Boxes presupposes a broader horizon 

of social liberation of which it is but a moment—it is a revelatory crystallisa-

tion of the significance of those social struggles for the future of art making 

and for the philosophy of art. Perhaps, then, Danto’s insistence on a nar-
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rowly cognitivist framing of Brillo Box’s accomplishment, and so of the sig-

nificance of what it responds to, both rehearses and repudiates Pop’s fan-

tasy of social efficacy.  

Consider the matter this way: On Danto’s account of Warhol’s Brillo 

Box, philosophy serves as a stand-in for complex and shifting social-

historical forces of oppression, just as modernism likely does for Warhol. 

Art’s liberation from philosophical disenfranchisement might then be under-

stood as enacting, while at once denying or repudiating, a fantasy of social 

liberation which art, condemned to its autonomy, is incapable of effecting, 

especially on its own, and which as a fantasy attests to, while denying or 

repudiating, art’s continual suffering of its autonomy, its confinement to in-

stitutional marginality even in its refusal of and attempt at overcoming that 

separation and derogation. That philosophy stands in for modernism in 

Danto’s rendition of Pop’s fantasy of social liberation perhaps explains 

some part of the ease with which he insists on their identity. More to the 

present point, however, Pop’s precipitous conflation of social and aesthetic 

liberation perhaps explains the meandering reiteration and tendential ampli-

fication of its moralistic—judgemental, anxious, aggressive, quasi-

legislative—tirades against and ever-renewed efforts to expunge aesthetic 

markers of social discrimination in Minimalism, Conceptualism, Fluxus, the 

extremely “politicised” art of the 1980s, etc.—Would this be another “se-

quence of revolutionizing questions of increasing scope”? Another teleolog-

ical fantasy concealing what cannot but be a series of abstract negations? 

Just an inversion of modernism? Thus captivation by its frame? Ensnare-

ment, hence artistic impediment, by the frame in which modernism’s moral-

istic ruse was meant to be exposed and overcome?—as well as Danto’s 

deafness to the repetitive urgency, frustration, and compensatory moralisa-

tion of Pop and post-Pop art’s social revolutionary ambitions and so to its 

(aesthetic) wrestling with or symptomising of its bad conscience over its 

merely aesthetic pursuit, hence failing or even betrayal, of those ambi-

tions—its moralistic demands that art be, or triumphal claiming that art final-

ly is, at one with life, e.g., simply a repository of popular social mentalities 

or minor enhancement of ordinary life.
67

 In short, Danto’s framing of the 

Brillo Box as liberating art from philosophy perhaps screens Pop’s fantasy 

of social liberation—enacts it (repeats the fantasmatic equations of philos-

ophy and oppression, artistic liberation and social liberation—hence the 

deafness to art’s further struggles and symptoms) while repudiating it (the 

issue is ending philosophical disenfranchisement, not social discrimination 

altogether; the occlusion of social revolutionary ambitions and their fate in 

favour of an (anti-)philosophical-aesthetic accomplishment implicitly casts 

such ambitions as irrelevant, if not absurd).  
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Keeping the issue of philosophical disenfranchisement—the cognitivist 

frame—in the foreground, in other words, may provide cover for a covert 

expression and repudiation of Pop’s fantasy of social efficacy—and so for 

the insistence of the claims of modernism in excess of their narrowly cogni-

tivist confinement. Such a frame would be, in short, a symptom. As much 

as it is Danto’s frame that keeps Pop’s accomplishment, indeed its horizon 

of ambition, confined to ending philosophical disenfranchise-

ment/modernism, and reciprocally, the interpretation of modernism con-

fined to a narrowly cognitivist framework, such a frame may also mediate 

his nonreconcilation with that framework insofar as it elaborates Pop’s fan-

tasy of social revolutionary efficacy. That is, as much as the cognitivist 

workup of Pop may mediate resistance to Pop’s fantasies of immediate so-

cial revolutionary efficacy, such fantasies and the ambitions they express 

may interrupt the narrowly cognitivist framing of Pop, and so, reciprocally, 

of Modernism. The frame may be, in other words, overdetermined: despite 

Danto’s contribution to its construction or official—philosophical—

endorsement of it, such a frame may be, in a way, something into which he 

is pressured and by which he is entrapped, in any case beyond his control; 

his insistence on it at once an expression of genuine conviction and a 

manner of heeding an external, unmetabolised pressure (and of keeping 

that pressure external and unmetabolised): namely, Pop’s, and so modern-

ism’s, exceeding of their narrowly cognitivist framing. If modernism bears 

the self-consciousness of art’s suffering from its social-institutional margin-

ality and from its ever-vexed but (perhaps) irrepressible desire to become 

socially immanent, i.e., constitutive of social life, thus to dissolve as art, 

then Danto’s point of maximal resistance to modernism, his narrowly cogni-

tivist framing of it, is where, symptomatically, it registers most insistently.  

 

-If the Brillo Box is, as Danto often claims, a revelation, it is perhaps 

not incidental that it ignites and outstrips imaginative elaboration.  

 

-Despite itself, and despite everything Danto might want to say on its 

behalf, might the Brillo Boxes bear a residue of the sublime? 

 

-Clearly it’s a frame-up: Danto frames philosophy as Platonism and 

Platonism as responsible for modernism in particular and for the enforced 

separation, hierarchisation, immanent constriction, and bad conscience of 

the arts throughout the ages—“since Plato’s theory of art is his philosophy, 

and since philosophy down the ages has consisted in placing codicils to the 

platonic testament, philosophy itself may just be the disenfranchisement of 

art”
68

 (but art as susceptible to Platonism is Platonism’s image of art); then 
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he frames the significance of the “Brillo Box” display—for art history and 

philosophy—as the hinge between history and posthistory, i.e., as the end 

of (the philosophical disenfranchisement of) art (History) that inaugurates 

post-historical pluralism—which significance, he contends, few of its con-

temporaries perceived and few would have noticed were it not for his inter-

vention; Warhol reframes an object that might seem to have merely com-

mercial appeal as a philosophical and art historical intervention, i.e., cites 

an everyday object—the Brillo box designed by James Harvey, a commer-

cial artist with abstract expressionist aspirations—in order to problematise 

and ultimately transform reigning conceptions of what confers art status 

and of the social status of art; Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, manifestly unframed, 

and thereby announcing their exposure to whatever comes, their com-

merce with the ordinary, even with the “basely” commercial or merely deco-

rous—though whether or not with ideology is a question to be kept in re-

serve: though unframed, they are containers, suggesting, perhaps, a need 

for protection from the exchange relations they (cannot but?) welcome; 

their bright, vibrant faces perhaps expressing a wish to disarm, or just mo-

mentarily transfix and so suspend, the rough treatment they know they are 

in for—frame modernism as their immanent, and indeed defeated, adver-

sary: the boxes symbolically contain the “cleansing” and “purifying” agent 

(domestic strength scrub pads that abrade the hands that put them to use = 

a jeering image of modernism), repeat it and box it up, store it away, even 

entomb it in what, by modernism’s lights, would seem a perverse commer-

cial monument—Warhol’s containers, empty of Brillo boxes and so of Brillo 

pads, make the absent presence of Brillo pads into the symbol of modern-

ism, and so make themselves into an allegory of modernism’s abrasive-

ness contained and neutralised (But is the symbolic suspension of modern-

ism also a manner of preserving it from all too immediate and concrete 

claims to its realization? From defensive, hasty enthusiasm? From its cog-

nitivist appropriation? Might the symbolic suspension of modernism in the 

dark interior of outwardly “popping” Brillo Boxes serve its interests by hiding 

it away where no one would think to look, namely, in a tower of commercial 

goods? Might stacks of Brillo Boxes serve modernism as a defensive fortifi-

cation, preserving it for later unpacking? The nationalist colour-scheme and 

flapping flag iconography suggesting an ironic flag waving across the fort 

meaning to wave off intruders—barbarians—seeking to plunder what lays 

inside?); and the Brillo Boxes—or rather Danto?—frames the history of 

modernism as a cognitivist, quasi-Greenbergian pursuit of self-

consciousness in and of distinct artistic media, a mythic quest for the seam-

less identity of essence and appearance (But was Greenberg not always 

aware, if not always clear, that his framing of modernism as questing after 
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self-conscious self-determination, i.e., fully secular authority, was a mythic 

construction, a tall tale told in the service of a myth of a different order, 

namely, that of a limit to capitalist expansion, appropriation, and dissolu-

tion; of an unintegrateable remnant which might yet prove a resource, or 

even a wellspring, for resistance; or at least of a residue of emphatic mean-

ing immunised from conversion into cliché, or more broadly, from the on-

slaught of apathy bearing and borne by the onrushing tides of capitalist-

driven, nihilistic modernity? If so, then when Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, or Dan-

to’s framing of it, makes manifest the quasi-Greenbergian myth, is it not 

both tilting at windmills, indeed miming its image of modernism—fabricating 

a criminal conspiracy in the service of a self-authorising claim to expose 

and overturn it—and echoing Greenberg, amplifying his awareness of in-

volvement in mythical construction—what might be understood as his tak-

ing up of the rhetorical, myth-making strategy of the Communist Manifesto, 

its attempt at generating a self-fulfilling prophecy, for a time when revolu-

tionary energies have been all but extinguished—allowing it to resound, ra-

ther than critically ventriloquizing it? Serving Grenberg’s interests by proxy 

rather than hectoring him?); yet that (an) art even has a nature or essence 

or truth is, from the perspective of Pop and its allies (or avatars), a ruse of 

modernism, which is to say, from Danto’s perspective, of Platonism.
69

  

 

-Now the history of art is open and shut. As the reign of the idea 

comes to a close (in art, philosophy is free, or perhaps obliged, to take up 

its cause), possibilities for aesthetic production and reception are opened 

up. Wide open, like a yawning abyss. Danto is free to let his sympathies 

roam just as art is free to do as it likes, to accomplish what it can. 

 

-Even if so, might Danto’s wandering eye,
70

 like the profusion of artistic 

practices and retrospectives that might catch it, (also) be unwittingly re-

sponsive to the unsettled claims of modernism—as if, to some extent, a 

hypercathexis of erotic lability corresponding to an ongoing need for re-

pression, thus symptomatising a need for negotiations one knows not how 

to broker; that is, an occlusion, perhaps a blurring, of the return of the re-

pressed in the manic displacement—or more modestly, the roving—of at-

tention? Might it be that Danto’s capacious sympathies are not just attract-

ed to the relatively mild possibilities of sensuous meaning and critical inter-

vention unfettered by the end of modernism’s reign of severity, but are also, 

to some extent, indefinitely, i.e., indeterminately—thus, alas, not terribly in-

structively—propelled by an anxious avoidance of the significance of 

modernism which was never captured by its narrowly cognitivist framing 

and so never settled by the ironic conclusion that, on his account, befell 
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that framework? Not that Danto’s capacious taste, or post-historical plural-

ism in the arts, is simply reactionary anarchy, but such taste, like the post-

historical pluralism in which it feels itself at home at last, is perhaps the site 

of disavowed discriminations, thus of subjectivity’s self-enforced, i.e., mi-

metically adapted, unknowingness. Taste that refuses to discriminate, to 

judge, rank, and even repudiate, would be no one’s taste;
71

 it would be, ra-

ther, self-annihilation in a moment of eternity—a fulfilled, absolutely insular 

moment of suspended animation. Or rather a fantasy thereof. The disa-

vowal of taste’s precipitousness, its “injudicious” arrogance, or more mod-

estly, its commitment, is a disavowal of the dialectic of subjectivity: a disa-

vowal of subjectivity’s constitutive belatedness, of its finding itself beholden 

to, initially and to some extent persistently enamored and overtaken by, at-

tachments, impulsions, and affects—at first extremely opaque and never 

fully transparent forms of value—as a condition for its self-constituting work 

of practically realising those attachments, whereby, to the extent that prac-

tice is successful, their meanings, and so a moment of subjectivity, 

achieves determination. Such disavowal—Danto’s overmastery of the drive 

to repudiate aided and abetted by an ideology of post-historical pluralism—

is perhaps what the legacy of modernism works relentlessly against (most 

obviously when moments of ugliness or grotesqueness call to the fore the 

dispositions of taste they offend and make clear that a modification of taste, 

thus a self-transformation, is a condition for an adequate reception of the 

work). Or rather what this legacy is made to work against in an art world 

that understands itself as over and done with modernism, yet—or indeed 

thereby—all-inclusive. Is not post-historical pluralism the repudiation of his-

tory’s demands on and against self-consciousness, i.e., the repudiation of 

discontent, thus of art and subjectivity? Is it not but a warm blanket of re-

pressive tolerance tempting history’s outcasts into adding a crumpling blow 

of self-betrayal, complicity in the quiet catastrophe of squandering what had 

yet remained unaccommodated, to the inventory of injuries suffered?  

 

-But it is not as if Danto’s sympathies are all that capacious, i.e., mere-

ly capricious, though from his philosophy—or is it anti-philosophy?—of art, 

one might expect them to be. It is not as if in his art criticism Danto lavishes 

attention indifferently on anything that crosses his path. Nor in his art criti-

cism does he much—indeed barely does he ever—discuss the aesthetics 

of everyday, popular or commercial experiences into which, on his account, 

art criticism is plunged after the end of art. Pop plunges art back into the 

everyday, Danto contends, not as a repository of source material, some-

thing to be artistically transfigured, but rather in its unbeautiful, nontransfix-

ing, ephemeral crassness, that is, in its manifest inadequacy to support 
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sustained sensible and reflective attention. After the end of art was to have 

been a consistent field of qualitative differentiation, no longer the longing 

for the new but the identity of the new and the next. There were to be no 

borders between art and life for philosophy to police—in yielding to the eve-

ryday, which is not appealing to the low, e.g., for the critical, demystifying 

value of its vulgarity or insubordination, but rather bypassing the low in 

plunging into the abyss in which all distinctions are denied, Pop was to dis-

burden art of the formative—redemptive or transfiguring—impulses in 

which forces of disenfranchisement might take root. The end of art was to 

have liberated aesthetic attention and whatever occasions it from concern 

with worthiness, and so from the hierarchies and exclusions that such con-

cerns always bring in tow.
72

 Post-historical pluralism was to have been 

shameless, thus post-subjective. But from Danto’s art criticism, one would 

never know it.  

There is something in Danto, call it taste, that resists Pop’s sacramen-

tal fury: its repetitive assertion that the everyday is good (enough), as such, 

all of it, the purportedly high as much as the reputedly low, the polished as 

much as the rubbish.
73

 And if taste bears the interests of self-

consciousness, thus of philosophy, it is perhaps not incidental that what 

taste here resists is both bad philosophy—a philosophical-sounding asser-

tion of identity: “the world is good (enough)”—and a reassertion of theologi-

cal-political authority in the guise of a “popular” voice—a ventriloquism of 

God’s blessing of creation by anything whatsoever.
74

  

 

-Nor is it incidental that the everyday objects that Danto lauds nearly 

all undertake significant philosophical and art historical labors.
75

  

 

-From the perspective of Danto’s taste, post-historical pluralism, which 

is supposedly its condition, looks like aggressive dedifferentiation, a level-

ing affirmation.
76

 Which, presumably, is how it would look to someone with 

modernist sensibilities.  

 

-Or rather, what the gap between Danto’s theory and practice registers 

is that post-historical pluralism would become but ideological support for 

nihilism—the inherence of abandonment and reiterated repulsion by the 

world in unlimited aesthetic affirmation shows up as a proviso attached to 

post-historical pluralism’s proclamation of blanket freedom: like whatever 

you will so long as you don’t get attached; or more strongly, like it all, there-

fore don’t get attached!—were it to rule over, or rather rule out, taste. But 

as it clearly doesn’t, the question is: What work is the idea of post-historical 

pluralism doing if not acknowledging and sustaining the end of art, guarding 
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against the resurgence of discriminatory impulses?  

 

-When he casts post-historical pluralism as both fait accompli and 

normatively compelling, might Danto be indulging a fantasy of promiscuity 

his taste will not allow him and at once giving symptomatic expression to a 

fear of annihilation—defensively framing that fear as a pleasurable, but not 

too pleasurable, release? Unsurprisingly, sex and death fantasmatically co-

incide. Or almost coincide—a moment of resistance to the reality registered 

in the fantasy of annihilation intrudes, inhibiting the conversion of annihila-

tion anxiety into ecstasy: namely, the figuring of post-historical pluralism as 

enjoining low-level pleasures and merely mild interests. Post-historical plu-

ralism’s prohibition of ravishing, transfixing, transporting, i.e., ecstatic beau-

ty,
77

 or more generally, its injunction against all but disposable, transfera-

ble—i.e., commodified—enthusiasms (everyone and everything gets fifteen 

minutes, and only fifteen minutes, of fame), becomes a cipher of dissatis-

faction.
78

 That Danto is not so excessively cultivated as to require explosive 

self-unraveling, i.e., moments of total self-loss amidst the vulgar, in order to 

access pleasure and liberate thought should be a clue that his commitment 

to post-historical pluralism is something of a bluff.  

Or from another angle: if post-historical pluralism elaborates a fantasy 

of object-indifferent, all-indulgent promiscuity,
79

 the framing of post-

historical pluralism as both fait accompli and normatively compelling would 

seem to be a rationalisation of that fantasy, and as such an indication of re-

sistance to it. Would the indifferent metonymy of desire not amount to 

boredom? (Danto’s despising of Francis Bacon seems forced and 

freighted, just as his moralised disapprobation and misconstruing of Lucien 

Freud’s and Bruce Nauman’s work seems almost willful. It is not merely 

that he seems as if willfully blind to their ambitions and accomplishments, 

nor that it is these artists in particular, i.e., late/high modernists (excepting 

Nauman), for which he reserves his scorn. Rather, it is that his outraged fu-

ry at the (perceived) manipulation of moral sentiment (also evident in his 

response to Richard Avedon, but surprising absent from his response to 

Tony Oursler) seems to bear the return of the repressed—i.e., the claims of 

distaste, of subjectivity—and that he uses experiences of moral abuse, thus 

extreme cases, as a cover for explicit expressions of distaste that seems so 

suspicious, so symptomatic. Only when outraged, morally affronted, does 

Danto explicitly give voice to repulsion, i.e., accede to taste’s discriminatory 

impulses, and thereby, perhaps, break the barrier of repression instituted 

by the ideology of post-historical pluralism. Or put another way, if the ideol-

ogy of post-historical pluralism functions as a repressive barrier against the 

claims of taste, then it is hardly surprising that the repressed returns in an 
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outburst of hatred which, by taking shape as moralised offense, adjusts it-

self all-too-immediately to social demands.) More to the point, post-

historical pluralism, and all the more so his framing of it as fate, provides 

cover for Danto’s disavowal of (his) taste and of the implications of taste—

that is, for a form of self-avoidance perhaps sourced in a fear of finding 

himself on the wrong side of history, bearing the demands of the van-

quished, the mutilated, the stunted and suppressed against an aggressively 

self-satisfied present fortified by its conviction that it is the eternal order of 

liberal tolerance. Danto’s disavowal of the claims of taste, in other words, 

allows him to convince himself that he is more indifferent than he is and so 

to avoid critical reflection on, i.e., the work of unpacking the metacritical 

content of, his attachments and involvements—to avoid himself, his histori-

cal freightedness, indeed overburdening, by avoiding what in him resists, 

indeed is affronted by, relegation to taste, or more generally to aesthetic 

experience, but because deprived of more adequate means of expression 

cannot simply refuse its compromised and marginalised aesthetic media-

tion.
80

 (Danto’s givenness to moral offense by art, specifically by art per-

ceived to manipulate moral sentiment by refusing to specify the wrong it so 

palpably seems to embody—e.g., Bacon’s work—is perhaps a defensive 

concretisation and displacement of a generalised offense at the enforced 

unintelligibility suffered by the victims of rationalised modernity and by the 

residual moral affects protesting on their behalf, and so perhaps at the ex-

pulsion of ethical life to aesthetic experience and the consequent moralisa-

tion of art—which is to say, at the eclipse of the political.) If taste is a symp-

tom, at once blockage and expression, of history’s plaints against a present 

constituted by their occlusion, then the disavowal of taste perhaps protests 

on behalf of such plaints there where it betrays them. Post-historical plural-

ism is Danto’s (theoretical) fantasy of populism by means of which he 

cloaks his resistance to the degraded everyday (= art critical practice). It is 

the fantasy of everyone else’s fun with which Danto is not entirely recon-

ciled,
81

 indeed of which he is not even convinced, but by which he is obvi-

ously intimidated—intimidated enough to parry the demand for immediate, 

indiscriminate enjoyment by theoretically mandating it. While as a diagnosis 

of the present, post-historical pluralism is accurate enough, i.e., picks up on 

important features of the contemporary art world, Danto’s defense of and 

commitments to it are, it seems, to some extent merely theoretical, that is, 

kept separate from his art critical practice—except that they weigh on that 

practice from afar by rationalising a blockage in it: the interruption of the 

metacritical reflection on which it continually verges.
82

 If modernist art is the 

sort of art that requires metacritical reflection as a condition for its apprecia-

tion, then carrying through that interrupted reflection risks exposing the 
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persistence of modernism amidst post-historical pluralism and thereby ex-

posing the latter as ideology. But as ideology, that is, as a fantasy of a per-

petually self-satisfied present against which there can’t be any demands, or 

rather, which renders demands leveled against it unintelligible by means of 

its tolerant façade, effectively blaming the victims, post-historical pluralism 

gives symptomatic expression to, i.e., emphatically announces and denies, 

the predicament of modernism: its bearing demands against the present 

conditions of their intelligibility.  

Or from one last angle, the separation of theory and practice in Dan-

to’s work looks like a mutual protection.
83

 From the perspective of post-

historical pluralism, Danto’s art critical practice resonates with the refusal of 

immediate enjoyment for the sake of happiness, the refusal of the everyday 

for the sake of a renewed, immanently meaningful, perhaps emphatically 

meaningful, everyday, i.e., resonates with the ambitions and ascetic princi-

ples of modernism. And conversely, from the perspective of his art critical 

practice, post-historical pluralism comes to look like a precipitous realisa-

tion of modernism’s ambitions, i.e., like an ideology of modernism. In short, 

modernism and post-historical pluralism are everywhere intertwined. 

 

- While he is hardly prone to insist on this, Danto clearly sees that Pop 

Art and Minimalism mean to recover and amplify the abject indeterminacy, 

insecure repetitiveness, and abyssal questionability of aesthetic signifi-

cance, thus that they are not that far from modernism—perhaps just close 

enough to prevent dialectical contradiction from relaxing into mere differ-

ence, i.e., mutual indifference—even if they may treat such indeterminacy, 

repetitiveness, and questionability very differently than do modernist works, 

e.g., with an air of cool self-confidence corresponding to (registering and 

resisting? ironising?) deflated expectations. Is the difference then that 

modernism understands itself as a rationalised, thus constitutively com-

promised, refuge to which history’s vanquished have been expelled, thus 

as invested with the desires of the vanquished to remake culture, at least to 

make known their expulsion as loss and degradation, i.e., understands it-

self as unavoidably deranged by the exorbitance of the desires and the 

weight of the unredeemed suffering that it has come to bear and cannot but 

betray, thus as a generalised context of guilt, while Pop emphatically, and 

to some extent anxiously, projects and probes, or probes so as to project, a 

world in which history, having yielded to the post-historical, thus in having 

acceded to the equality of all, would be no longer possessed of the power 

to vanquish,
84

 i.e., bears the memory of the vanquished in its enthusiasm 

for a world in which the vanquished would have at least survived, if not 

thrived, and tests the extent to which the present world can be trusted, the 
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extent to which it is ready for the remnants of the vanquished to re-

emerge?
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19 Cf. The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 126. 
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University Press, 2001), 215, note 13. 

21 Cf. T.J. Clark, “Clement Greenberg’s Theory of Art,” Critical Inquiry 9, no. 1 (Sep-
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Francis Frascina (London: Routledge, 2000), 81; and Danto, Madonna of the Fu-

ture, 195. 

22 See Beyond the Brillo Box, 7. 

23 Cf. Encounters and Reflections, 287.  

24 Cf. Madonna of the Future, 382. 

25 Cf. Clement Greenberg, “Counter-Avant-Garde,” Art International, XV, no. 5 (May 

20, 1971), reprinted in Marcel Duchamp in Perspective, ed. Joseph Masheck 

(Cambridge, MA: Da Capo, 2002), 128-129: “there’s almost nothing that can’t (un-
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ing (as the ancients defined it), but an act of mental distancing—an act that can be 

performed even without the help of sense perception. Any and everything can be 

subject to such distancing, and thereby converted into something that takes effect 

as art.” 

26 Cf. Madonna of the Future, 17. 

27 He protests that it’s a frame up. His thesis about the end of art, he insists, has 

been widely misconstrued because the eponymous essay in which it was first ad-

vanced was framed by the misleading title of the volume in which it was first pub-

lished: namely, The Death of Art. 

28 Cf. Michael Fried, “Art and Objecthood” Artforum (June 1967), reprinted in Fried, 

Art and Objecthood: Essays and Reviews (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 

1998), 169: “[T]his is not to say that painting has no essence; it is to claim that that 

essence—i.e., that which compels conviction—is largely determined by, and there-

fore changes continually in response to, the vital work of the recent past. The es-
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sence of painting is not something irreducible. Rather, the task of the modernist 

painter is to discover those conventions that, at a given moment, alone are capa-

ble of establishing his work’s identity as painting.” 

29 Or nearly so. Cf. Embodied Meanings, 312ff; The-State-of-the-Art, 58ff., 25, 26, 

30, and 31; and What Art Is, 146. 

30 See, especially, The-State-of-the-Art, 77ff. 

31 Cf. The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 169. 

32 Beyond the Brillo Box, 6–7. Consider also in this context Danto’s highly anoma-

lous, perhaps intensely symptomatic remark immediately following his admission 

that there may be no fundamental kinds—or “most fundamental kinds”—for phi-

losophy to determine: “It is the task of philosophy to draw the boundary lines 

which divide the universe into the most fundamental kinds of things that exist. 

There may of course be no differences so fundamental as all that, in which case a 

task still remains for philosophy: namely, to show how the lines believed to divide 

the universe in fundamental ways can be erased” (Beyond the Brillo Box, 6). Phi-

losophy becomes an essentially skeptical enterprise with the disappointed discov-

ery that metaphysical essentialism is a dead end?! 

33 “What is Writing?” in Jean-Paul Sartre, What is Literature? and Other Essays, in-

tro. Steven Ungar (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988), 28. 

34 Danto’s fortification of art against skepticism is a pervasive feature of his work. 

For instance, especially in light of his hermeneutic universalism—i.e., his claim 

that great art speaks to universal human dramas—Danto’s defense of post-

historical art’s orientation by and towards local meanings/collective mentalities 

seems in the service of denying skepticism/disenchantment, or its agonies. Such 

provincialism displaces the urgency of modernism—its twofold demonstration that 

amidst the breakdown of traditions/conventions, meaning is still possible, and that 

amidst the coextensive hyperconventionalisaton of life, material meaning is still 

possible, that nature—art mediums being the plenipotentiaries of nature—is ame-

nable to meaning, not simply dead. Because he is so intent on framing modernism 

as a continuation of Platonism, he misreads modernist works’ claims to universali-

ty, that is, their claiming, transcendentally, the potential meaningfulness of na-

ture/sensible experience, and so cannot make out skepti-

cism/disenchantment/social rationalisation as a motivating, indeed defining condi-

tion of modernist art: its condition of intelligibility. Or from another angle, Danto’s 

reduction of art to “interesting thoughts” or to politics in the absence of politics 

(i.e., metaphor) precipitously condemns modernism as it continues the dissolu-

tion/disenchantment of the authority of the sensuous. 

35 “To be a work of art is to be (i) about something and (ii) to embody its meaning. … 

[M]y book ekes out two conditions, and I was (and am) insufficiently convinced 

that they were jointly sufficient. … But I did not know where to go next, and so 

ended the book” (After the End of Art, 195). 

36 “The Painter of Modern Life,” in Baudelaire: Selected Writings on Art & Artists, ed. 

P.E. Charvet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 420. 

37 Cf. Stanley Cavell, Must We Mean What We Say?, 191: “[The critic] is part detec-

tive, part lawyer, part judge, in a country in which crimes and deeds of glory look 
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alike, and in which the public not only, therefore, confuses one with the other, but 

does not know that one or the other has been committed: not because the new 

has not got out, but because what counts as one or the other cannot be defined 

until it happens; and when it has happened there is no sure way he can get the 

news out; and no way at all without risking something like a crime or glory of his 

own.” 

38 It is perhaps the dialectical concept that Danto misrecognises and demeans—

ironically, perhaps, given his understanding of art as essentially metaphor and 

metaphor as essentially precipitous, polemically motivated essentialism: “they 

serve in a powerful way to fix our images of things, powerful because of the es-

sentializing and reductive character they have” (Beyond the Brillo Box, 86–7)—

under the heading of “persuasive definitions” (Encounters and Reflections, 341).  

39 “[A]rt is constantly on the borders of the arbitrary or accidental” (Hegel, Introducto-

ry Lectures on Aesthetics, ed. Michael Inwood, trans. Bernard Bosanquet (Lon-

don: Penguin Books, 1993), 14). 

40 See Gregory Bateson “Culture Contact and Schismogenesis,” Man, 35 (1935): 

178-183 and Bateson, Steps Toward an Ecology of Mind (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1972). 

41 Cf. Maurice Blanchot, “Everyday Speech” (1962) in Yale French Studies, no. 73 

(1987), reprinted in The Everyday, ed. Stephen Johnstone (Cambridge, MA: The 

MIT Press), 35: “Man (the individual of today, of our modern societies) is at the 

same time engulfed within and deprived of the everyday.” 

42 Modernist works bear “the tortured perception that rationality has come to express 

irrationality, hence that words are cursed” (Stanley Cavell, “The Touch of Words,” 

in Seeing Wittgenstein Anew, eds. William Day and Victor J. Krebs (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2010), 82. With and against Cavell, one might say 

that modernist mediums bear meanings we cannot mean, cannot take responsibil-

ity for, i.e., cannot put into practice. They witness our fumbling inexpressivity, all 

the better the richer their expressive resources prove to be. 

43 Cf. After the End of Art, 103. 

44 However post-historical they may be, works of art remain, for Danto, invariably 

traditional—which is to say, he understands works of art as for the sake of ideas 

and ideals (meanings) independent of them; indeed he understands art as essen-

tially rhetoric (metaphor) in the service of such ideas and ideals, turning the mind 

towards its instruction and action towards its proper object “by co-opting… feel-

ings” (The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 21). Modernist works, it might 

be said, understand matters just the other way around—i.e., understand ideas, 

ideals, and their embodiment as for the sake of the material elements both elabo-

rated (experienced as meaningful) and effaced (guiltily suppressed; experienced, 

if at all, as but bearers of transcendent meaning) in the (necessarily ambivalent) 

achievement of form. (Or at least a moment of modernist works suggests this un-

derstanding.) In line with central Enlightenment impulses, Danto instrumentalises 

embodiment and idealises meaning: “[W]hile they serve in a powerful way to fix 

our images of things, powerful because of the essentializing and reductive charac-

ter they have, I am uncertain they ever, as metaphors, tell us something we do not 

know” (Beyond the Brillo Box, 86–7). This might be called his crypto-Platonism. 
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Yet, as if the claims of modernism were irrepressible, such impulses occasionally 

give way to counter-impulses: e.g., “What makes one an artwork is the fact that it 

embodies, as a human action gives embodiment to a thought, something we could 

not form a concept of without the material objects which convey its soul” (Beyond 

the Brillo Box, 110). 

45 Cf. Clement Greenberg, “Counter-Avant-Garde,” Art International XV, no. 5 (May 

20, 1971), reprinted in Marcel Duchamp in Perspective, ed. Joseph Masheck 

(Cambridge, MA: Da Capo, 2002), 128–29. 

46 See Beyond the Brillo Box, 39. 

47 After the End of Art, 122. 

48 Ibid. 

49 And thereby it registers, or enacts an emphatic, avant-garde—i.e., protected, so-

cially isolated, yet promising—realisation, of “the infinite right of subjectivity,” which 

is to say, of commitments to liberalism constitutive of political modernity. What it 

thus registers or enacts is the idea that forms of happiness, understood as forms 

of individual flourishing, and necessarily so understood because nothing can count 

as happiness for me if I do not so count it, cannot be proscribed by community 

norms—inherited conceptions of happiness might just not work for me—even if 

they must be limited to allow others equal opportunities to flourish. Danto claims to 

be sympathetic to Panofsky’s iconology. 

50 Cf. After the End of Art, 14. 

51 Cf. Eva Geulen, The End of Art: Readings in a Rumor After Hegel (Stanford: Stan-

ford University Press, 2006). Danto taps all the usual suspects: Duchamp’s sup-

posed remark to Brancusi: “‘Painting has come to an end. Who can do anything 

better than this propeller. Can you?’” (Madonna of the Future, 178); Paul Dela-

roche’s concession upon learning of the Daguerrotype that “[a]s of today, painting 

is dead” (What is Art, 101; cf. After the End of Art, 138); Malevich’s monochromes; 

the First International Dada Exhibition in Berlin in 1922; Rodchenko’s Pure Red 

Color, Pure Yellow Color, Pure Blue Color; Michelangelo for Vasari; Reinhardt; 

Ryman.  

In virtue of the repeated, vivid, and highly regimented character of Danto’s re-

counting of the Brillo Box’s affordance of insight into the essence of art and, cor-

relatively, of its projection of a post-historical horizon for art, especially given cer-

tain details of this recounting—the compulsive dating (April 1964) and locating (the 

Stable Gallery on East 74th St.) of the revelatory experience—one cannot but 

wonder whether this scene functions as something of a screen memory, thus 

whether the decisive break it figures may never have fully occurred—and, further, 

whether something did occur, perhaps in the nature of a break, and perhaps con-

cerning the horizon of post-historical pluralism said to be projected by Warhol’s 

Brillo Box, which Danto would prefer to avoid and which his positioning of the Bril-

lo Box in the pivotal role of revealing if not inaugurating the era of post-historical 

pluralism allows him to screen off. (Cf. Encounters and Reflections, 290) 

When he is not so enraptured by his memory of the Brillo Box, Danto tends to de-

scribe the emergence of the post-historical era in quite different terms. E.g., as 

“formed on the principle of a museum in which all art has a rightful place, where 
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there is no a priori criterion as to what that art must look like, and where there is 

no narrative into which the museum’s contents must fit. … In some way the muse-

um is cause, effect, and embodiment of the attitudes and practices that define the 

post-historical moment of art” (After the End of Art, 5-6; yet cf. 13). Or as antici-

pated by Duchamp and facilitated by Beuys, Warhol, and a great deal of the art 

appearing from 1962 through the 70s, especially Minimalism (in particular Robert 

Morris’s uninflected sculptures) and Conceptualism (in particular Kosuth’s work), 

as well as by the fading of Greenbergian orthodoxy throughout the art world and 

by convergent cultural currents (1964 “was the year of our ‘Summer of Freedom,’ 

… a form of apartheid which had sullied political life in our country ended that 

year. In 1964 a congressional committee on women’s rights released its findings, 

giving support to the tremendous feminist movement detonated with the publica-

tion of Betty Friedan’s Feminine Mystique of 1963. Both liberationist movements 

became radicalized by 1968, to be sure, but 1964 was the year of liberation. And it 

cannot be forgotten that the Beatles made their first personal appearance in the 

United States on the Ed Sullivan show in 1964, and they were emblems and facili-

tators of the spirit of liberation which swept the country and in time the world” [Af-

ter the End of Art, 126; cf. After the End of Art, 131, and Beyond the Brillo Box, 3]). 

Sometimes aware of his penchant to isolate and inflate, i.e., idealise, the philo-

sophical acuity and art historical efficacy of Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, Danto recants: 

“I did not intend to give Warhol all the credit for this breakthrough to philosophy. It 

was taking place all across the art world, especially in sculpture. It was happening 

with the minimalist use of industrial materials, with arte povera, with the kind of 

post-minimalist art that Eva Hesse was making” (After the End of Art, 113; cf. Be-

yond the Brillo Box, 93). Indeed, the “breakthrough to philosophy,” Danto claims, 

is a rediscovery of Plato’s proper yet “disfiguring” formulation of the essential 

question regarding art: what is the difference between, or how to distinguish be-

tween, art and reality? (After the End of Art, 113)   

Yet less than ten pages later, or in terms of the temporality of its initial presenta-

tion, in the very next lecture, Danto claims that “[t]he cause of the change, in my 

view, was the emergence of the somewhat unfortunately named pop art, again in 

my view the most critical art movement of the century.” Immediately after which he 

strikes a note of quiet ambivalence followed by a forceful reassertion of the cen-

trality of Pop, and of the Brillo Boxes in particular, to the emergence of post-

historical pluralism, or what is the same, art’s philosophical self-consciousness: “It 

began somewhat insidiously in the early sixties”—epochal transformations, he 

suggests in such moments, are always “insidious”—“[b]ut by 1964 it had thrown off 

its disguises and stood, in its full reality [naked, revealed], as what it was. … [P]op 

plays the philosophically central role. … [P]op marked the end of the great narra-

tive of Western art by bringing to self-consciousness the philosophical truth of art” 

(After the End of Art, 122).  

At one point Danto substitutes an earlier encounter with Lichtenstein’s The Kiss—

or rather, with a reproduction of it in a prominent art periodical—for the frequently 

staged “Brillo Box” scene as the moment when the irresistibility of post-historical 

pluralism was revealed to him. The substitution of a prior epiphany for that so fre-

quently ascribed to his encounter with Warhol’s Brillo Box, the specific ramifica-

tions of (or narratively connected with) his dawning insight into art’s post-historical 
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future at this prior moment, and the tendential displacement of this scene by the 

standard Warhol story, and therewith, perhaps, the suppression or avoidance of 

its specific (or perhaps deferred or retrospectively projected and defensively 

freighted) impact, of the “personal” consequences it (or its belated consolidation) 

had in connection with Danto’s interest in art-making, are all, perhaps, telling. “I 

was stunned. I knew that it was an astonishing and an inevitable moment, and in 

my own mind I understood immediately that if it was possible to paint something 

like this—and have it taken seriously enough by a leading art publication to be re-

viewed—then everything was possible.” Danto then continues, strikingly: “[Alt-

hough] it did not immediately occur to me, if everything was possible, there really 

was no specific future. … For me, that meant that it was all right, as an artist, to do 

whatever one wanted. It also meant that I lost interest in doing art and pretty much 

stopped” (After the End of Art, 123; emphasis added; cf. The-State-of-the-Art, 98 

and Beyond the Brillo Box, 224). Although Danto elsewhere recounts his desist-

ence from art-making in quite different terms, substituting for the negative terms of 

this account of losing interest consequent upon (or in deferred response to) a rev-

elation of absolute liberty (no prohibitions, no constraints, no “specific future”), the 

positive terms of an account in which it was the overriding compulsion to work on 

philosophy that motivated his—as he tells it in that context—sudden and complete 

break with art-making, or perhaps all the more so in light of this narrative instabil-

ity, Danto’s recounting of his revelation before “The Kiss,” along with what seems 

like a reticence to connect his break from art-making to his experience of the Brillo 

Box’s consolidation and development of the insight initially prompted by The Kiss, 

that is, his narrative positioning of The Kiss as the catalyst of his break from art-

making, may at least make one wonder whether the Lichtenstein narrative bears, 

and so whether its displacement by the “Brillo Box” scene works to suppress, an 

anxiety about the relation, or possible relation, of post-historical pluralism to nihil-

ism (one figure, or symptom, of which would be the death of art as opposed to the 

end of art in the sense of the end of its philosophical disenfranchisement; another 

figure or symptom of which is perhaps “deconstruction,” or what Danto frames as 

such: it may be that Danto’s worries about the nihilistic dimension of post-historical 

pluralism are displaced onto modernist, and especially “foreign influenced,” art crit-

icism. See “Whatever Happened to Beauty?” in Embodied Meanings. “My sense 

of Derrida is that for him there is only the free play of the signifier, and hence only 

writerly reading” (Beyond the Brillo Box, 43; cf. Walter Benjamin, “The Author as 

Producer,” trans. Edmund Jephcott, in The Essential Frankfurt School Reader, 

eds. Andrew Arato and Eike Gebhardt (New York: Urizen Books, 1978), 254–69). 

Derrida, that “somewhat woozy Frenchman” (Madonna of the Future, 11) who 

“knows little about painting” (Encounters and Reflections, p. 107) is, for Danto, not 

simply a whipping boy but a privileged figure of anarchy, arbitrariness, etc.—

everything, perhaps, that he finds irksome about Pop). Or at least whether the 

Lichtenstein narrative bears a significant distress or disturbance, an inchoate dis-

quietude. (One might consider in this context Danto’s early panning of the 1985, 

1987, and 1993 Whitney Biennials and his later remorse for his severity—the wor-

ry, here, being about the giving way of critique, and so distress, to remorse and 

disavowal, even if there are good reasons to regret the specific ways that distress 

manifested as critique.) Might Danto’s preoccupation with championing Warhol, 

and post-historical pluralism generally, respond in part to a distress occasioned by 
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an earlier, analogous experience—and work to keep that distress unaddressed? 

Or might the disturbance connected with the dissipation of his interest in art-

making (at least on one telling), and whatever that symptom, if indeed it is a symp-

tom, might register regarding the value of post-historical pluralism, be more direct-

ly sourced in (or consolidated and amplified by) his experience of the Brillo Boxes, 

and kept unacknowledged by its narrative displacement onto the scene of his en-

counter with Lichtenstein’s The Kiss? Either way, might the emphatic positivity of 

Danto’s account of Warhol, and of post-historical pluralism generally, be in some 

way fueled by the conversion of residual distress into enthusiasm? (Consider his 

early description of the artworld of the 1980s as “dismal” (The Philosophical Disen-

franchisement of Art, 81) and “slack” (The-State-of-the-Art, 98) and of the era 

generally as tawdry (The-State-of-the-Art, 52), such language as “the aftershock 

of a vanished vitality” (The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 83), “hopeless 

heterogeneity” (Madonna of the Future, xiii), “post-narrational insignificance,” (The 

Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 112), and “you can cut out paper dolls or 

do what you damned please. The age of pluralism is upon us. It does not matter 

any longer what you do, which is what pluralism means” (The Philosophical Disen-

franchisement of Art, 114–15), and his disgust at “artificial animation” (The Philo-

sophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 94). The lasting distress, whatever the source 

of its onset, becoming the inevitability and insurpassability of post-historical plural-

ism? And perhaps too feeding Danto’s insistence on its normative rightness? 

Might then the inability over thirty years of writing say anything more (or much 

more—cf. What Art Is, 47ff) about the definition of art he established in 1984 sig-

nal a blockage in some way sourced in a disquietude over the value of post-

historical pluralism registered and resisted in his ritual celebrating of Warhol’s 

philosophical accomplishment?  

A wildly speculative remark for another day: 74th St., where Danto obsessively lo-

cates the scene of philosophical revelation, is the numerical inverse of 47th St., 

where Warhol’s first Factory was located; just as the Stable Gallery is perhaps in 

many ways the semantic inversion of the (frenetic/industrial/participatory/neo-

bohemian) Factory.   

52 Cf. “Introduction,” in Beyond the Brillo Box, esp. 5–6. 

53 The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 17. 

54 Cf. Beyond the Brillo Box, 11: living in the era of post-historical pluralism opened 

by Pop and Minimalism means “living in a history defined by the memory of a nar-

rative which cannot any longer be lived”; After the End of Art, xiii: “Contemporary 

art might be thought of as impure or nonpure, but only against the haunting 

memory of modernism in its virulence as an artistic ideal”; and The Philosophical 

Disenfranchisement of Art, 118: “the history of art in the twentieth century has 

been the history of transformations and revolutions of the concept of art in a kind 

of conceptual warfare so intense and unresolved that the face of high culture is a 

kind of no-man’s land, with the possibility that art today is just destabilization, ow-

ing its continued existence to the memory of boundaries no one can any longer 

respect.”  

55 Cf. Jean-Paul Sartre, The Flies, in No Exit and Three Other Plays, trans. Stuart 

Gilbert (London: Vintage, 1989), 57: “Good digestions, the gray monotony of pro-
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vincial life, and the boredom—ah the soul-destroying boredom—of long days of 

mild content.” Cf. Danto, Sartre (London: Fontana Press, 1991). Also cf. The-

State-of-the-Art, 98, 100, and 204; and After the End of Art, 14. Consider again in 

this context Danto’s response to an image of Lichtenstein’s The Kiss: “I was 

stunned. I knew that it was an astonishing and an inevitable moment, and in my 

own mind I understood immediately that if it was possible to paint something like 

this—and have it taken seriously enough by a leading art publication to be re-

viewed—then everything was possible . . . [although] it did not immediately occur 

to me, if everything was possible, there really was no specific future . . . . For me, 

that meant that it was all right, as an artist, to do whatever one wanted. It also 

meant that I lost interest in doing art and pretty much stopped” (After the End of 

Art, 123; emphasis added). “How happy happiness will make us,” Danto admits, 

“is difficult to foretell” (The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 115); “[t]he 

subjects of tragedies can also live happily ever after, the tragedy consisting in just 

that” (Encounters and Reflections, 54). Cf. After the End of Art, 131.  

56 Of course, Pop and Minimalism may mean their parody of modernism to disabuse 

us of the idea that art must have a grand, historical point, i.e., to show that this 

idea is skewed against art from the beginning. (Being about something, which for 

Danto is a sine qua non of art, need not mean having a point in a lofty sense, i.e., 

amount to something like an incisive intervention.) Thus in manifestly trailing their 

history behind them as the horizon of their intelligibility, perhaps they take no real 

risk. If successful, their involvements with the criminal logic they repudiate is no 

longer the sin it was taken to be when art was a pursuit of purism. Or perhaps in 

more heroic frames of mind, they may mean to sink with the ship—to be the self-

consuming culmination of the logic at which they take aim. (Or at least to indelibly 

stain it with ridicule.) 

57 Further, might Pop’s highly theatrical art historical victory, and/or its framing as 

such by Danto, distract from its inability to secure our connection to and conviction 

in the world, i.e., to take up the burden of art with which modernism manifestly 

struggled (such a struggle signaling its thwarted, indeed aporetic ambition rather 

than its wresting itself free of an external imposition)? That it means to do so 

seems implied by its self-limitation to readily recognisable collective meanings. If it 

cannot do so, those meanings stand revealed as inadequate to our needs, and 

Pop’s accomplishment as but a bluff—a feigning of immanence amidst social ab-

straction, of satisfaction with the popular. And is there not something suspicious in 

Pop’s foisting upon modernism a presumptive goal, namely the total repudiation of 

convention, which just because modernism (conventionally) pursues that goal, 

Pop is better able to attain (just by repudiating modernism)? If Pop’s victory vis-à-

vis modernism turns on a quiet conflation of two distinct notions of the absolute 

(eidetic immanence; limitless possibility), is that victory not spurious? Or from a 

slightly different angle, even if modernism is an aestheticist pursuit of purity and 

Pop the return of the repressed, is not the repressed, upon its return, always de-

fensively distorted, adjusted—a compromise formation? 

58 Cf. Encounters and Reflections, 287: “It was Warhol who… carried the discussion 

as far as it can go without passing over into pure philosophy.” Also cf. Encounters 

and Reflections, 333 and 334, The-State-of-the-Art, 9, and Beyond the Brillo Box, 

229. 
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59 See J.M. Bernstein, The Fate of Art: Aesthetic Alienation from Kant to Derrida and 

Adorno (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1992). 

60 Another indication of Danto’s nonreconciliation to the thought that Pop ends the 

disenfranchisement of art and therewith the relation of art and philosophy is his 

brief commentary on the unnamed work “consisting of an ordinary table with some 

books on it…. by analytical philosophers such as Wittgenstein and Carnap, Ayer 

and Reichenbach, Tarski and Russell” (The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of 

Art, ix–x). 

61 His claim that, with the Brillo Box, art turns into philosophy is, he admits, “some-

what perverse” (Embodied Meanings, 12). 

62 For a particularly overstressed, perhaps highly symptomatic example of Danto’s 

need to heed the authority of intention, see his “Francis Bacon,” in Embodied 

Meanings. Also cf. “Jonathan Borofsky” in The-State-of-the-Art. Of course, it may 

well be the use to which it can be put in undermining Greenbergian narratives that 

entices Danto to privilege the explanatory function of intention—few if any artists 

would agree with such terms of description. Cf. Encounters and Reflections, 286, 

and Philosophizing Art, x and 71. 

63 Might Pop’s dissipation/dissolution of the question of what is art into everyday life 

converge with the aestheticization of nature? Don’t they come to the same thing? 

If so, why was the latter path never pursed? 

64 Cf. Allan Kaprow, “The Education of the Un-Artist, Part II,” in Essays on The Blur-

ring of Art and Life, ed. Jeff Kelley (Berkeley: University of California Press), 110–

11. Also cf. Philosophizing Art, 65: “[T]he interesting feature of the Brillo Box was 

that it appropriated the philosophical question of the relationship between art and 

reality and incorporated it into the Brillo box” (emphasis added). 

65 See After the End of Art, 131: “Pop set itself against art as a whole in favor of real 

life.” 

66 Cf. Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship 

(London: Verso, 2012). Warhol’s Brillo Box (and similar works) must idealise the 

ordinary in order to make its claim felt, hence the stress of the work and its easy 

availability to being read as mindlessly celebrating the status quo. Warhol cannot 

simply bear witness to the wonders of the ordinary but must make a claim for the 

ordinary—for the ephemeral, common, and material, i.e., the vulgar. Indeed he 

must stake a claim, thus must idealise his subject matter. Perhaps especially 

amidst the disposition of the ordinary contemporaneous with his work. To the ex-

tent that Warhol’s work is oriented toward a utopia of the ordinary, it testifies to 

loss and disorientation, and so to a searching desire. Cf. Adorno, Aesthetic Theo-

ry, eds. Gretel Adorno and Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (New 

York: Continuum, 2002), 143: “[A]esthetic form is the objective organization within 

each artwork of what appears as bindingly eloquent. It is the nonviolent synthesis 

of the diffuse that nevertheless preserves it as what it is in its divergences and 

contradictions, and for this reason form is actually an unfolding of truth. A posited 

unity, it constantly suspends itself as such. Essential to it is that it interrupts itself 

through its other just as the essence of its coherence is that it does not cohere. In 

its relation to its other—whose foreignness it mollifies and yet maintains—form is 

what is anti-barbarian in art; through form art participates in the civilization that it 
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criticizes by its very existence.” Also cf. Beyond the Brillo Box, 141: “There was 

doubtless much to criticize in [ordinary life], and I suppose that the form of life he 

allowed to shape around him in The Factory was in its own way a criticism of a lot 

of the values of the bourgeois world.” The Factory was (“I suppose,” “in its own 

way”) a criticism of bourgeois ideals, or perhaps of their failure of realisation, but 

the Brillo Box and other such works weren’t? 

67 Of course, such conflation might just seem to Danto like a category mistake, or a 

bit of adolescent exuberance, hence be dismissed out of hand. This would make 

his tendency to ignore the social revolutionary pressures in Pop and post-Pop art 

but an expression of philosophical chauvinism. Danto does, after all, claim that 

Pop’s accomplishment, its enfranchisement of art, which is at one with its standing 

as art, is intelligible only in relation to the philosophical disenfranchisement of art 

perpetrated (most recently) by modernism. But philosophical chauvinism seems 

an unlikely explanation for Danto’s consistent refusal to engage with Pop and 

post-Pop art’s many and varied manifestations of revolutionary ambition and vexa-

tion. One would suppose that if he really considered such conflation a category 

mistake, he would at some point say so. And that categorical confusion is an ex-

plicit aim, and perhaps outside of modernism an unacknowledged fate, of art can 

hardly be news to Danto. 

68 The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, 7. 

69 Another turn of the screw: the Brillo Boxes, by virtue of their manifestly unframed 

self-presentation, and so in collusion with the contemplative ideology of the gal-

lery, frame themselves—or give themselves to be framed—as bearers of universal 

content, i.e., frame their manifest lack of a frame as a signal of the metaphysical 

portability (universality) of their content—and thereby, perhaps, enable Danto’s 

philosophical intervention on their behalf. (Or perhaps their self-proclaimed uni-

versality is less a matter of metaphysical universality than of collective mentality—

enabling Danto’s raising of a different set of universal claims on their behalf.)  

70 Cf. Rosalind Krauss, “Perpetual Inventory” in Robert Rauschenberg: A Retrospec-

tive, ed. Walter Hopps and Susan Davidson (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim 

Museum, 1997), reprinted in Robert Rauschenberg, ed. Branden Joseph (Cam-

bridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2002), 93. 

71 Cf. Embodied Meanings, 335ff. 

72 Cf. Philosophizing Art, 67: “I think Warhol had an almost mystical attitude toward 

the world: everything in it had equal weight, it was all equally interesting. Perhaps, 

in the same vein, it says something about the human mind that under conditions of 

sensory depravation it will find interest in the most marginal and unpromising dif-

ferences.” 

73 Cf. Beyond the Brillo Box, 136–45. 

74 Cf. Philosophizing Art, 67. 

75 Cf. Claes Oldenberg, “I am for an art that embroils itself with the everyday crap & 

still comes out on top” (“I am for an Art,” in Theories and Documents of Contempo-

rary Art: A Sourcebook of Artists’ Writings, eds. Kristine Stiles and Peter Selz 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 335. 

76 Cf. Embodied Meanings, 254, The-State-of-the-Art 42, and Beyond the Brillo Box, 
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141. 

77 Such beauty is hardly reducible to a “sensuous thrill” (The Abuse of Beauty, 93). It 

is rather akin to Rilke’s notion of beauty as “nothing/but beginning of Terror we’re 

just [still] able to bear,/ and why we adore [revere] it so is because it serenely dis-

dains to destroy us” (Duino Elegies, trans. J. B. Leishman and S. Spender (New 

York: Norton, 1939), 21; bracketed translation alternatives added. Cf. Philosophiz-

ing Art, 166.  

78 Cf. Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book VII: The Ethics of Psy-

choanalysis, 1959-60, ed. Jacques-Alain Miller and trans. Dennis Porter (New 

York: Norton, 1992), 321: “The only thing one can be guilty of is giving ground rel-

ative to one’s desire.” (Or as more commonly translated: “do not cede on your de-

sire.”) 

79 Cf. Encounters and Reflections, 288. 

80 No doubt Danto’s resistances sometimes take the form of direct disinterest and 

compensatory counter-investments: he champions Rockwell in a highly inventive 

essay yet is unmoved by Bourgeois and Kabakov? (Embodied Meanings, 240) 

81 Cf. Embodied Meanings, 11: “[A]s a critic, I can like anything, so far as my philos-

ophy is concerned” (emphasis added). 

82 Danto does, however, defend the likes of Rockwell and Koons, and even if his de-

fense of the latter is rather perfunctory, his defense of the former is enormously in-

ventive. 

83 Cf. Embodied Meanings, 12: “There is almost no connection between my philoso-

phy and my critical practice.” A blatant disavowal. Cf. The-State-of-the-Art, 7. 

Consider also Danto’s denial of relation between critical practice and personal atti-

tude: “there are certain works, as certain persons, one likes or dislikes for reasons 

having nothing much to do with their excellences or failures. Liking, even loving, 

belongs to the personality of the critic but not to the structure of criticism even if 

inseparable from it” (Encounters and Reflections, 9); “I clearly dislike Salle’s work, 

but I admire someone who reveals the limits of the world in which my likes and 

dislikes have some critical justification” (Encounters and Reflections, 77). Going 

further out on a limb, one might consider in this context Danto’s professed love for 

certain of LeWitt’s and related works—“(I have to say that I love these works!)”—

that are “witty, slyly deflationist of the concept of art as well as some of its theo-

ries” (Unnatural Wonders, 97). 

84 Cf. Beyond the Brillo Box, 4: “Warhol’s thought that anything could be art was a 

model, in a way, for the hope that human beings could be anything they chose, 

once the divisions that had defined culture were overthrown”; and 58-9: “A sym-

bolic expression implies a world in which it instead is a manifestation. The expres-

sion symbolizes the reality in which it would have been a manifestation, or a mere 

sign, if that world instead of this one were real. … The symbol represents this 

world as unjust by embodying that other just world as if it were here and now. It 

brings into this world another world through something which I am saying embod-

ies it. … [It] is a symbol because it contains a fragment from another world. It is a 

symbol because it is only a fragment.”  

85 Cf. Benjamin Buchloh, Neo-Avantgarde and Culture Industry: Essays on Europe-
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an and American Art from 1955 to 1975 (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2003), 

260–1. 


